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UNSYMMETRIC FREE VIBRATIONS OF
SANDWICH SHELLS OF REVOLUTION
CHAPTER 1
SURVEY OF DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ANALYSIS
OF
VIBRATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THIN ELASTIC SHELLS
1o1 Introduction
During the past decade the field of aircraft and'missile struc­
tures has undergone continuous and rapid changes." The emphasis is con­
tinually on strong, but light, structures in an effort to meet the 
extremely stringent requirements for low structural weight.
In the construction of space-vehicle structures, as well as in 
atmospheric vehicles, thin-shell structures are of great importance. For 
example, ballistic missiles and spacecraft are constructed basically of 
cylindrical and conical sections. Missile bodies and rocket-motor cases 
are formed by cylindrical shells. Conical shells find applications in 
rocket-motor nozzles, interstage fairings, skirts and nose sections.
Nose cones are generally spherical, paraboloidal, ogival, or conical 
sections, or combinations of these. Other shell applications include 
pressure vessels, loudspeaker cones, submarine hulls and radomes.
In addition to static strength requirements, dynamic problems
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are very real. Acoustic instability in rocket motors, for instance, can 
excite vibrations in various missile components which can threaten their 
structural integrity. Unsteady aerodynamic loads or aerothermoelastic 
coupling can also produce critical loadings. Therefore, a thorough know­
ledge of the resonant frequencies and modal shapes of the structural com­
ponents is a necessity.
In order to attain high-strength, low-weight structures, sand­
wich structures came into wide use. A sandwich structure is identified 
as having two thin, stiff facings (which can be dissimilar) separated by 
a relatively thick, low-density core which is highly flexible in shear.
It is the purpose of this dissertation to investigate free un­
symmetric vibrations of sandwich shells of revolution.
1.2 General Thin-Shell Theory
The basis for the present-day shell theory was developed in the 
nineteenth century. Aron (l.)* developed a theory of shells based on the 
hypotheses of Kirchhoff**. Later Love (2) corrected some inaccuracies in 
Aron’s theory including those found in the formulas for change in curva­
ture. However, more recent investigators such as Mushtari and Sachenkov 
(̂ ) have determined that Aron's approximations were perhaps more accurate 
than those of Love. Love’s shell theory also appears in his book i ^ ) .
In addition to the hypotheses of Kirchhoff, the so-called classical
^Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to references at the end 
of the dissertation.
**a) A normal to the middle surface before deformation remains 
normal after deforma.tion.
b) The normal stresses normal to the middle surface are negli­
gible compared to other stresses.
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s.,11 theory further assumes thats a) the ratio of the thickness to the 
radius of curvature is small as compared to unity; and b) the strains 
are small and the nonlinear terms in the strain-displacement expressions 
can be neglectedo
The early investigations took the form primarily of mathematical 
theory. In the last few decades many useful techniques have Seen devel­
oped for the study of static and dynamic shell problems. Many books have 
been written concerning shell theory.. Among them are those by Vlasov (^), 
Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger (6), Flugge (7,8) and Novozhilov (£).
Hildebrand, Reissner and Thomas (JLO) discussed various systems of 
equations relating to shell theory. They then considered small axisym­
metric deformations of orthotropic shells.
Vlasov (ij.) used the strain tensor component expressions for 
general curvilinear orthogonal coordinates (attributed by Love to Lame) to 
derive the basic differential equations of motion for thin elastic shells.
Reissner (l_2) derived the stress-strain relationships for axisym­
metric deformations of thin shells. Naghdi (jQ), also, formulated the 
stress-strain relationships, to include the effect of boundary conditions, 
in terms of general orthogonal curvilinear coordinates for thin, elastic, 
isotropic, lûniform-thickness shells..
Later,. Naghdi (ĵ ) included the effect of transverse shear de­
formation on the bending of shells of revolution. The differential equa­
tions developed included the effect of a varying thickness.. A general 
solution for the differential equations was obtained using an extension 
of asymptotic integration.
Budiansky and Radkowski (l_̂ ) used a finite-difference numerical- 
analysis technique for finding stresses and deflections due to unsymmetric
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bending of snells of revolution.
Cohen ( 1_6) ̂ also, used a finite-difference method for a computer 
analysis of unsymmetrical deformations of orthotropic shells of revolu­
tion.
1.3 Vibrations of Homogeneous Shells of Revolution
a. General and Miscellaneous Shells of Revolution 
According to Epstein ( 1_7), the classical theory of vibrations' 
of thin elastic plates was developed by Poisson (j8) and Kirchhoff . 
Later, their theory was extended by Love (^) to include thin shells. In 
the dynamic analysis of thin shells, these early investigators retained 
the assumptions of Kirchhoff. That is, transverse shear deformations 
were ignored.
The Rayleigh inextensional theory* for thin shells was applied 
by Saunders and Paslay (2l) to a sphere-cone shell combination to solve 
for frequencies of vibration. The calculated values agreed with experi­
mental results within 5$.
Lin and Lee (2 2 ^ represented a sphere-cone shell combination by 
a paraboloidal shell to remove the discontinuities at the junction of 
the sphere and cone encountered by Saunders and Paslay. Only inexten­
sional vibrations were considered by Lin and Lee.
Garnet, Goldberg and Salerno (22.) derived the general equations 
for torsional vibrations of a shell of revolution. Then a particular 
example of a conical fjrustum was solved for the first five modes of 
torsional vibration.
*It is assumed that the middle surface deforms but without 
extension.
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ShiraisM and DlMaggio (2A) used a perturbation solution to 
solve for axisymmetric, non-torsional, extensional vibrations of pro­
late spheroidal sjiells..
Cohep (2̂ ) used a finite-difference method for an analysis of 
free vibrations of orthotropic shells of revolution-
b. Circular Cylindrical Sjhells
Among the early investigations of vibrations of cylindrical 
shells are thoge pf Strutt (26) and Van Urk and Hut (27)-
"Epstein (l_7) considered flexural and torsional vibrations of" 
cylindrical ghells»
Baron and Bleich (^) used a one-term Rayleigh procedure to 
calculate frequencies of free vibrations of long thin cylindrical shells. 
Data'were tabulated for various length-to-radips ratios..
Mirsky and Herrmann (22.) generalized a Timoshenko-type theory 
(the inclusion of the effect of transverse shear strain) to calculate un­
symmetric vibratory motions of cylindrical shells. Their theory included 
rotatory inertia as well as membrane and bending effects.
Yu (jO) used the Donnell-type* equations to analyze vibrations 
of thin cylindrical shells.
c. Conical Shells
Goldberg used a power series for an approximate solution to
the equations of motion to analyze axisymmetric vibrations of conical 
shells.
Herrmann and Mirsky (ĵ ) applied a one-term Rayleigh procedure 
to determine the axisymmetric frequencies of vibration of a conical
*Donnell (2&) simplified some of the early classical shell theory 
in his analysis of thin-walled, tubes under torsion-
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frustumo They ignored transverse shear deformation and rotatory inertia 
in their analysis.
Shulman î sed stress functions and displacement functions to
study the free vibrations of conical shells. Shulman also treated the 
problem of flutter of cylindrical and conical shells.
Saunders, Wisniewski and Paslay (^) included the bending and 
membrane effects in a Rayleigh-Ritz analysis of a conical frustum. The 
boundary conditions which they considered were that the cone was built-in 
on the small end and either simply supported or free on the large end. 
They found that the boundary conditions were not as influential on the 
higher frequencies as on the lower frequencies.
Goldberg, Bogdanoff and Marcus ( 2 è ) solved the differential 
equations of motion for the vibrational frequencies of conical shells.
A specific example of a loudspeaker cone was considered in detail. Their 
results showed good agreement with a power series approach previously 
used.
Later, Goldberg and Bogdanoff (j?) developed a method for cal­
culating frequencies for both axisymmetric and unsymmetric vibrational 
modes of a conical frustum by means of numerical integration. Their 
theory accounts for variations along the generators of thickness and 
material properties as well as axisymmetric temperature variations.
A Runge-Kutta process for numerical integration was used by 
Goldberg, Bogdanoff and Alspaugh (j8) to solve a system of eight first- 
order differential equations for frequencies of vibration and the associ­
ated mode shapes for conical shells.
Watkins and Clary (_22.) conducted an experimental investigation 
of the vibrational characteristics of thin-walled conical frustum shells.
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Four stainless-steel conical frustum shells were tested using an electro­
magnetic shaker as the source of excitation. Higher natural frequencies 
produced a greater number of circumferential waves at the large end than 
at the small end. This effect was observed to increase with conicity 
(increasing taper). In nearly all cases the observed frequencies were 
lower than those predicted theoretically.
Garnet and Kempner (40) used a two-term Rayleigh-Ritz procedure 
to study axisymmetric free vibrations of conical frustum shells. Their 
notable contribution was that of including transverse shear flexibility 
and rotatory inertia in the analysis. Comparing their results with those 
obtained from the classical shell theory, they found that for the lowest 
modes of vibration inclusion of the rotatory inertia had a negligible 
effect. However, the effect of transverse shear was more pronounced, 
particularly for short cones. It should be noted that rotatory inertia 
will have a greater effect at higher frequencies of vibration.
Hu (41) applied the Galerkin procedure to determine free axisym­
metric and unsymmetric vibrations of truncated conical shells. Five-term 
Fourier series were used for modal functions. His analysis included the 
effects of transverse shear and rotatory inertia. He considered the' 
boundary conditions: a) free-free, b) clamped-clamped, and c) simple- 
simple .
1.4 Vibrations of Sandwich Shells
Yu (42) investigated the vibrational properties of sandwich 
cylindrical shells. He considered only axisymmetric modes of vibration 
including strictly torsional modes. In all of Yu's work on sandwich 
plates and shells, transverse shear effects were included in the facings
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as well as in the.core. Therefore, he had to allow for different shear 
rotations in the facings and core.
Chu (^), also, considered different, shear rotations in the 
facings and core of a honeycomb sandwich shell. Chu used a one-term 
Rayleigh procedure to determine the free vibrations and the propagation 
of waves in the axial direction in a sandwich cylindrical shell.
Azar (44) extended the existing theory to cover axisymmetric 
free vibrations of sandwich shells of revolution, including transverse 
shear deformation of the core and rotatory inertia and orthotropy of the 
facings and core. The differential equations of motion were derived 
for a sandwich shell of revolution, but their solution was found to be 
untractable. The shell of revolution was then approximated by a series 
of conical frustums which were studied by means of a three-term Rayleigh- 
Ritz procedure. Numerical results were presented for the first two modes 
of vibration.
Habip (45) has presented an extensive survey and list of refer­
ences concerning developments in the analysis of sandwich structures.
1.5 Closure
Very little has been published concerning the dynamic 'behavior 
of"sandwich structures. Specifically, the only one to attack the vi­
brational problem of sandwich shells other than cylindrical was Azar. 
Since his study was limited to axisymmetric vibrations, a natural ex­
tension of the existing "state-of-the-art" is the determination of un­
symmetric modes of vibration. That is the avenue pursued in the present 
dissertation.
CHAPTER 2
FORMULATION OF THE (STRAIN 
AND KINETIC ENERGY EXPRESSION'S 
FOR A CIRCULAR CONICAL SHELL
2.1 Coordinate SYstem
The conical-coordinate system shown in Figure 2-1 is used 
throughout this dissertation. The x, G and z axes form an orthogonal 
coordinate system. The x axis coincides with the meridional direction 
on the middle surface of the shell, the © axis with the circumferential 
direction on the middle surface, and the z axis is normal to the middle 
surface„ The displacements of the middle surface are u, v and w which 
are in the x, © and z directions, respectively.
2.2 Derivation of Strain Equations
Love (46) gave expressions for the six components of strain 
(neglecting' nonlinear terms) for a general curvilinear orthogonal co­
ordinate system. These strain components are
e««c= h ,  UK,«t+ h , h , u ^ ( l / h ,  ) , ^  +  h , h ,  U y ( l / h ,  )  , y  
®A»= h , h , U y ( l / h t ) y y  +  h ,  h j , u « ( ( l / h t ) , c c
B y y  =  h , U y , y +  h , h , u „ ( l / h , ) , ^  +  h ^ h , u ^ ( l / h ,  ) 
e ^ y  =  ( h , / h a  ) ( h ; U y  ) , ^  +  ( h j / h * . )  ( h % U f )  , y  
—( h ; / h *  ) ( h |  Uo<)^y +  ( h ,  / h j  )  ( h , U y  ) ,ec




Figure 2-1. Conical coordinate system of the middle 









Figure 2-2. Dimensioning of a symmetrical sandwich 
shell (all dimensions typical).
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where ot and p, coincide with the lines of curvature of the middle surface, 
rt is measured along the outward-drawn normal, and the h* s are defined 
below.*
The infinitesimal distance, ds, between the points ( ,8,v ) and
(ot+<*.«c -f + ch ) is given by
(ds) = (doc/h, ) + (d^ /hi) + { d y  / h s f (2-2)
Equation (2-2) defines the h's which appear in Equation (2-l).
Now, the conical coordinate system shown in Figure 2-3 is con­
sidered. Here, the middle surface is represented by 0«Po, point P is a 
point in the shell but not on the middle surface, and e  is measured from 
an arbitrary meridional plane.
Figure 2-3• Conical Coordinate System
*The notation ( ), ot indicates a partial derivative of the en­
closed variable with respect to the coordinate following the comma. This 
notation is used throughout this dissertation.
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Under the conical coordinate system the infinitesimal distance, 
ds, is given by
(ds) = (dx) + (rde) + (dz) (2-3)
where
r = r© + z cos* = x© sin* + z cos*. (2-4)
Comparison of Equations (2-2) and (2-3) reveals that in the 
conical coordinate system
1/h, = 1 
1 / h z = r 
l/hg = 1





Substitution of Equations (2-4,5) into (2-l), remembering that 
( ( ),% Gives
®X.X —
®e« = (l/r)(u»,©. + u% sin* + u, cos* )
®«e = (l/r)(u^ - Ug cos* ) + û ,,
®«x - x̂,%-




Before proceeding further, it is in order to present a brief 
listing of the hypotheses on which the analysis is based. The following 
assumptions are those generally made in the study of sandwich shellss
1. The core is capable of resisting transverse shearing 
stresses only, i. e. it has no resistance to bending 
or extension.
2. The core is linearly elastic and can be orthotropic.
3. The facings are linearly elastic and can be orthotropic.
4-. The facings resist membrane (extensional), bending and
transverse shearing strains.
5. The facings are identical, i.e. the sandwich construction 
is symmetrical (see Figure 2-2).
6. Since all deflections are assumed to be small, the 
strain-displacement relationships can be linearized.
7. All material damping effects are neglected.
S'. All thermal and initial-stress effects are neglected.
9. The shell thickness is small compared to the
smallest radius of curvature of the shell.
10. The facings and the core furnish both translational and
rotatory inertia effects.
11. Lines which are straight and normal to the middle surface 
before deformation, remain straight during deformation, 
but not necessarily normal to the middle surface. (This 
is in contrast to the Kirchhoff hypothesis which pre­
cludes transverse-shear deformation. It states that lines 
which are straight and normal to the middle surface
u
tjefore deformation remain so during deformation.)
12. All interactions with the surrounding fluid (air 
or water) are neglectedj i.e. the shell is assumed 
to be in a vacuum.
2.4- Core of the Shell
In Equation (2-6) it is assumed that the displacements u% and 
Ug are dependent on the z-coordinate as well as on the displacements 
of the middle surface. The displacements of the core u^ , u@ and 
u, can be assumed in the following forms
u% = u(x,9,t) + z v'îc (x,8,t) 
Ug = v(x,e,t) + z (x,e,t)
Uj = w(x,8,t)
^(2-7)
where u, v and w are displacements of the middle surface and and 
represent the angles of rotation of normals to the middle surface as 
a result of deformation in the meridional and circumferential directions 
respectively. The first two equations imply that lines originally 
straight and normal to the middle surface remain straight during de­
formation. The third equation implies that the shell is incompressible 
in the thickness direction. Dar (^) has studied the effect of thickness- 
direction motion on the free vibration of sandwich plates and found the 
effect to be negligible for practical sandwich geometries. Thus, the 
assumption made here appears to be valid.
Substitution of Equations (2-7) into Equations (2-6) gives
e*g = (x sina) v,,+ x"* u + (x tane^w + z]j(x sinô  x'
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®»= 0





®ne~ sinoc) u,̂  - x'v + v,%
+ z [ (x sinot)\̂ ,*- X'v̂  + 4%*]
where r = x sinot. Equations (2-8) represent the state of strain in the 
core.
The usual engineering assumption, when investigating sandwich 
shell structures, is that the core is incapable of resisting extensional, 
bending and in-plane shearing strains. These assumptions are particularly 
applicable to a typical honeycomb core. Thus, all strain energy in the 
core arises from the transverse shearing strains ê  ̂and e,̂  . There­
fore, in the core
>(2-9)
9 ^  =. G 6»





where and are transverse shearing forces (lb/in), K % and K® 
are the dynamic shear coefficients, and h is the half-thickness of the 
core. Figure 2-2 shows the cross-sectional dimensioning of a sandwich 
structure.
1b
It is noted that since the core cannot resist any bending, the 
transverse shear stresses are uniform through the thickness of the core. 





2.5 Facings of the Shell
The identical facings also experience transverse shear, but to 
a different degree than the core. These rotation angles in the facings 
are distinguished from the corresponding core angles by a prime, and 
. Thus, for the outer facing the displacements are assumed in the 
following form:
Ux = u(x,e,t) + hV&(x,8,t) + ( z-h)*̂ x(x,e,t)
Ug = v(x,e,t) + hy^(x,8,t) + (z-h)*^(x,8,t) (2-12)
u, -• wl.x,e,t)
For the inner facing the displacements are assumed to be
Uy := u(x,e,t) - hv̂ (x,8,t) + (z+h)v<v(x,8,t)
Uft - v(x,0,t) - hv (̂x,8,t) + (z+h)/b(x,8,t) (2-I3)
U* = w(x,8,t)
Substitution of Equations (2-12,13) into Equations (2-6) gives
► = u,̂  ± h(>4,x-<x) + z
-XX
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+ x“'̂  u + h( - l̂x ) D tan (XL T'





"et = (x sinot)” w,e - (x tanot) * (v + hV̂ ) +*̂ ir\
(x 3inct) ' ±
-x‘[v + ± h(v&
+z [ (x •sinçôVx.e - x'(̂  +
The superscripts o and 1 refer to the outer and inner facings, respec­
tively. The e%x , ê  ̂and e^ strains can be written
 ̂ (2-15)
Thus, Equations (2-14) represent the state of strain in the facings.
In addition to membrane (extensional and in-plane shearing) and 
bending strains, it is also considered that the facings resist the trans­
verse shearing strains e^^ and e^% . This lends consistency to the in­
clusion of the rotatory inertia of the facings in a subsequent section.




%. E X. ( T̂ % +y^K ) ► (2-16)




where the M and B superscripts refer to membrane and bending effects. 
The primes indicate facing properties. Also, the identities
I'x = Ely i i - A 4 )
El = si/ ( 1 - A A )
are used.










Equations similar to Equations (2-16,17) can be written for the inner 
facing with the superscript o changed to i. Also, the integration
limits in Equation (2-17) are changed to -h for the upper limit and 
-h-2t for the lower limit.
The complete listing of stress resultants for the inner and 
outer facings is8
Fx = Ex. C fcx Eg )
Fe =
Z-t Etyô
Qx = Z"t K?xGi\ix
Qô
K  = |-^Ë%(l^x + yx'?̂ 6)
Me =
K a  =
Â  = a-të'xCek+Vxe^)
Fi; = zt Ee C&©+^<0 )
Fxa- 2."t.G»'xe
Qx = Z-t VCx
Qe =
S t  &x ( ^
M̂ - =
i t  €,xe
► (2-18)
2.6 Total Strain Energy
The total strain energy of the composite shell is comprised of 
the strain energy of the core plus the strain energy of the facings; or
V = (2-19)
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where V is the total strain energy of the composite shell and and 
are the strain energies of the core and facings, respectively.
The strain energy of the core is expressed by
- -g- / / (Qx.ê K+ sinoc dedx (2-20)
% e
Substituting from Equations (2-11) into Equation (2-20) gives
- h JJ~ e%^ + e \ ^  )x sinoc dedx (2-21)
% A
The strain energy of the facing is
V = - g - J + Fg6?ô + + Qô^ô»
+ j[M% + M% + a  (F^ - Fi )]li% +[ka + + a(F® -F^
+ + MÎTe + a(F^ )]T̂ xa+ ̂ *4 +
+ F̂ fejtô + Qx®2* + sin* dedx (2-22)
Substituting from Equations (2-18) into Equation (2-22) gives
= // {tE'%.[(.6xf + + teLc -t-Lte'xVii
X Ô '•
+ + cut.ëLL( 6$-6k)
+ + ■̂■1? ̂')6a
+ tiGiVttL (6x8^ Cfe)ce'i*‘3
+ O j f c C  fexe " ^ X ainot Aôdjt (2-23)
The following identities are introduced for conveniences 
5?> = -fcë'x Ta = "t CVxëii + )
Yz — ^^6 T4 ” Z'bKxfci'ix
p-i
s-tK'ô&ô*
%  = |-t" ëV 
%  =
?Tiz ~ oàzyiilo Eg 
Tkt
’Ta
%  = (Vxëÿ+->t'ô̂ è)





= K K.% G«k
— HK^éiô^
 ̂ (2-24)
Also, the three displacements of the middle surface and the four ro­
tation angles of normals to the middle surface are assumed to have the 
following forms
u(x,e,t) = n(x) cos ne sinwt
v(x,e,t) - V(x) sin ne sinw t
w(x,e,t) ~ W(x) cos ne sin«t
î (x,e,t) - %(x) cos ne sinto t / (2-25)
4̂ (x,e,t) = ^ x ( x ) cos ne sincot 
V̂ (x,0,t) = ̂ (x) sin no sinwt
^(x,9,t) = ̂ (x) sin ne sin cot
where n is the circumferential wave number and a> is the circular frequency 
of free Adbration- The normal modal functions (which are functions of 
X only) must be chosen to meet the boundary conditions.. The maximum value 
of strain energy then occurs when sin cut = 1..
Substituting from Equations (2-8) and (2-14) into Equations
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(2-21) and (2-23), respectively and using the identities of Equations 
(2-24), after adding, gives
V = { 2.Y' ̂ K t , #  ^ [ CK-sinoO*"C
"t + <&)C*csG*ot coboi H-)Ĉ Cu?-+ W 1^— Z.k )
+  Z K  c c 4 « L  t t - W *  4 - O t  +  ‘Z - ' ^ s  L C  ) C ' ï . i n e * y ( U . , y , ‘t J J ^  4 - x}tiu.,%-^ C v;-V ûjr»oÔ *U ,^T O r'
+ CK-iino».7'( »̂ 4e) +
- hV'C "t " % - « : * ,<7̂ a
- ZK^csc^ ccs%4 4- 2 C)C%im«<ÿ 4- Cvc-Vo.if̂ etS'̂ C'»̂
- & C )C ArCLM *lT' -V (Ail LCsCsin«Ô̂ <̂ jô’̂ •Z.lẐC.‘SC.o<. a •/(<; +
4 - ^ a [ C ) C V » n « l .5 V i , » V < ' i ,0
[ c x - s i n o l . )  ( V ^ , ^ 4̂ d , ô ~ ^ ô i f r ^
4 - <4 ( - 4̂ ^ ) ]  + - Z . H ': y , z . [ ( * '% « m J ) ( » L , * '4 ,A
- 4̂ 4xt̂ 6,A) ZJĈ î CoC (41̂,6 <̂ 6
4- 2. Citsir>o<T' 4̂ X,e «^4x +  ZxV^(6^,K + 46^,^]+ ï'*{x4.Lc.̂ t>inxÂ̂ CuT6
4- Irt" ■Z.It"4^,6 f^4d '̂ '»£,ô ̂  “" C.-&C«4 C W.ja'W' 4r V?'</'x,6 - 4̂ ,8
-  »a v4, t , e  4 -  I t " ,0 ^  4 - 7 -  C X . - a v n « t T ^ C  U . ,0'^1 x  4  In  <4 t , f t  V k , * -
^ L e ^ , w ;  +  4 - I n  v !;^
4 - < 4-^  i^4 x  )  +  4 - I ? -  V ^ -  4  4  vT " 0 i , <
4-k̂ ^,^3 ■*■ C( 'S.'ino(.r̂( ) — )< ̂"%c*4 4̂ 8
-  Z - <4 < ,«  4/ ^  4-  V ^ K ,a  4̂ e  )  4  C . X . 'S i o e X ' )  * (  •#• 4̂ w ,e S ^ ,6 , > i )
4 C * / a ) - >̂' C 4̂ ,* 4̂6 - *^^6 4- ̂ ) "+ * ^ ,n ^ i ,^ ~  1
(Continued)
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. , • r“l+ V̂S:") + -?Yn C(x:%%ne<) + Z(i(3incL)
~  2.>C^CS^o< C.o*o< +  ‘/'0  "  CK-\rOi,ï̂ eiC5*-tr •/<(9
■V- Cv!. ■Vo.nô') ̂ tr 3^ K ’S>ir>t>(* (La d,)C (2-26)
After substitution of Equations (2-25) into Equation (2-26) and indi­
cating the maximum value of strain energy with and after integrating 
over e, the following equation is obtained:
^  f { «.̂ 1 ( 4. ^inoifcv'4
— 4 -  K  ) 4 - " z - n ) L ^ c 4 » c r *  L u V 4  h  Ç'iL^à 4 - h
co%ot V W  +  4-Î p Il*') 4-'2lJ<?-c.û-Lo«.u W
4- tX.W.cT^W'^3 -*• C»t-S.‘r>e<.>r‘u,^V 4- >r*UU,^4- CîC Aayx*t.7'U,^W
4 ti\? -<Zy,x95'i) + + n^^-U-sin^T'C^^^e
~^K.}^)+ (%g,x C ' X i X . l O  4 4 ‘Z-W,*Çf^ 4 4x^-5\ji?-Uî>>ne£S%;̂
4- ÎLn (Lû'E.o*, V W  — -z-n Cx.’Sj’rtoi.T* WSP"® 4- ( 4-ÿ^
-  Z (ic VP^3 4 4  ' ^ 7  t.rf'Cx 3inc*.T^f^^4 x-n iic^-&co  ̂fy %
4X p i  3 4 "T^gLn CX‘6»i‘not'^*^)<,Kpd 4  ("%,*(^,y-Px,%^
4-xH7^,^t.nCi‘.siri<i,5'Ĉ yiKt<̂  — ^?Ï5^,y)4)C* 6
4  n)t\,4.c_e* —Z.PjtP^-4 <PxP^) 4 ï^(Çfc9^^~ Pi^)34%
-+ P*(|)ü3 4  "^,3 CrT'(K'&ir,e*T^Ç:y.% X.nX?CSC.=(. pi«?ô
-znC^'sin«lV'piPfl,K 4 Z.X 'pj pi,,L 4  34 '2--? ĵ4Lr?-Cx:-sinoô\ü%-i P̂K
— 4 - ') — "2.h ^^cA«:.o< (. — UV — ln”(Ẑ ?'ô 4  b 4  I7 "Py %
"  lr> p i  p 9  ) 4  'Z^n ( X ̂ Cnof) ' ( — UV, y. - Py 4- ti*Py 4  b^Pi %,y 
-b^Py — 'Z-JC* C VV,y 4
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+ ) 4- X^(V^4- + k^<pr) +  V,^ 4-
1 + •Z-K-»7,̂ i:r?-(.x.*»nbk7'̂ C<?x(Ẑ i
— n )t̂ c.%c.c< (- 9=x %  4- z.(p̂  Pe '- ) + M Cy.*sJr»oOi' C“ %,x
+ K % (Ẑ - (c;5 _ Z'
— 3 4- '̂/fc ( W ^  + ■2-W,x.i?̂  -+• (Ẑ  ) 4 rT'Cxsinok^^W^
— "z.n (,>t ® ‘*^«4i * V i / 4- 'Z.t^'/^cÆ.c?'©*, c.ot>o^ VW  4- {Z>'« -  2.
4- L/. ArZLrxokT̂  V^l j" X sinc4 dx (2-2?)
Equation (2-27) gives the maximum strain energy for the com­
posite shell.
2.7 Total Kinetic Energy
. The total kinetic energy for the composite shell consists of 
the sum of the rotatory inertias of the core and facings in addition 
to the translational inertias of the core and facings. This can be 
expressed as
T  = ^  f f  C M ( &/'4-"ir^4'-iZ^''^; 4- I  ( 4'̂ ->r )
4 &%' (. X sinoc dx. d© (2-28)
where
M = m + 2m' = total mass per unit area
m_ = core mass per unit area
m' = mass of one facing per unit area
I = mass moment of inertia of core
I* = mass moment of inertia of one facing
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Substituting Equations (2-25) into Equation (2-28) and inte­
grating over e gives
& %
+ X s'mocdK (2-29)
Equation (2-29) gives the maximum kinetic energy for the composite shell 
which occurs when cos cat - 1„
CHAPTER 3
APPLICATION OF RAILEIGH-RITZ METHOD
3 o1 Rayleigh-Ritz Method
Rayleigh's method for determining the frequency of a vibrating 
conservative system consists of assuming a deflection modal shape, and 
then calculating and equating the maximum kinetic and potential energies. 
The Rayleigh method leads to higher frequencies than "exact" solutions 
yield due to the restraint added to the system by assuming a modal shape.
Ritz'jS contribution to the Rayleigh method was to assume a de­
flection modelas a series of several terms rather than a single term as
Rayleigh had done.,* This deflection mode can be written
Hi ^ (3-1)
where qj_ is a generalized coordinate, Ay are the undetermined para­
meters, and is the set of functions chosen to meet the boundary 
conditions.
As in tiie Rayleigh method the expressions (3-1) are substituted 
into the expression
Tw = Vw (3-2)
*This is known as Ritz's method when applied to equilibrium pro­
blems and the Rayleigh-Ritz method when applied to eigenvalue problems.
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where the subscript M indicates the maximum kinetic and potential
energies. Because of computational necessity the infinite series (3-1)
is truncated at a finite number of terms, n, prior to substitution into 
Equation (3-2). The undetermined parameters are then chosen so as 
to minimize the expression by means of the following system of
equations s
- T^) 0 (3-3)
A system of n linear homogeneous algebraic equations containing n + 1 
unknowns then exists. Writing Equation (3-3) in matrix form gives
[a]{s} -;l [b]{5;}=o (3-4)
or
( H  - ^  [B])W = 0 (3-5)
where
[â  = n X n stiffness matrix
A eigenvalue
Î bJ - n X n inertia matrix
■ff} - n X 1 displacement matrix (eigenvector)
For a non-trivial solution, the determinant formed by
|W -  ̂[B] I
must vanish. The values of ^(eigenvalues) which make this determinant 
vanish are the quantities sought.
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Mathematically, X  represents the roots of the system of equa­
tions in the matrix expression (3-5)" Thus, if there are n equations 
in expression (3-5) there will be n values of % . In this particular 
application, since
^ = co*xf/»7 ë'x
the square root of % can be thought of as a non-dimensional frequency 
parameter where to is the circular frequency of vibration.
An eigenvector can be calculated for each X  found. The 
eigenvector is composed of the undetermined parameters of the assumed 
modal functions. Thus, after the eigenvector is determined the modal 
shapes for each coordinate can be determined,
3,2 Coordinate Transformation
In applying the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, a series of trigo­
nometric functions is assumed for each of the three displacements, U, V, 
W and the four rotations, ^  ^ ( a l t h o u g h  a series of poly­
nomials could be used'̂ ) , However, the Integration of Equation (2-27) 
would lead to sine and cosine integrals of the form
f  (l/t) sint dt and f (l/t) cost dt ( 3 - 6 )
which lead to infinite series. In order to reduce the computational 
labor, a change of variables appears attractive. The most commonly used 
substitution is of the form
X = X, e** or y - ln(x/x, ) (3-7)
*It wô uLd be more unwieldy, computationally, to set these up to
fit the boundary conditions.
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where y is the new variable^
In using the change of variables in (3-7), the case of the com­
plete cone where x = 0 at the apex cannot be considered. However, the 
assumption, already made, that the total thickness of the composite shell 
is small as compared to the smallest radius of curvature is not valid 
at the apex of a cone.. Therefore, the change of variables does not limit 
the investigation beyond the existing assumptions.
From the change of variables (3-7)
dU ^  = ±dU « Cx.e'̂ r'dU 
dx dy dx dy
d̂x dy
6tc i'
> ( 3 - 8 )
where the functions Ü, V. etc.., are functions of y.
Substituting relationships (3-8) into Equation (2-22) to make 
the change of variables gives
f ■[ + fs UU,CJ + n"%UV+ +
n'f.î.Vv/- ̂ 3 e'* V
+ rf‘̂3û') -f ^  + *753 + (*734 + + 'ŸSfc®
+ lf,7 V̂x + n*Y30 4 %  + n
+ Ĵ x ««to 4- n +  n %»,y + n
(Continued)
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+  ̂7-st + - ̂ 5Z %(^,y - Ÿ5Z %,y Pa
+ "Ÿ5Z %,y %(y + Iff* + n̂ î es ̂  5^1* ' +• - ‘=?41ô
'̂ -ST 1 dy
where the coefficients are defined as
%  H 5lncL
%  H « T /4  CSCc<
■^3 =. & ^ 3  "Sin  «C
%  5 since 
%  s  4 ( ^ 2  +Y /-*)
%  = 4iÿ'z cûôc<
f? = ̂ T=
%  = 02C»e<
#  H 4̂ /4
%  = 2^2CSCo<
î^y = (g % f? ;^ y )c 3 C e < C c ;^ c X  + Z .^ /f  
-Ĵ -2 = + ■7 /7 P CSC.o<. CôSiX.
•5^3 = ZX,9y)7 C«3%o<
( 3 - 9 )
H 4X,"ys co%oe.
= 4-%. -s»in *
%  = *T/4
=2^2 CâCM CûsV
+ ?>?) e-s,co< 
%  E ZX,?;̂ 7 
Y'ZO ~ 4-X|̂5- 
Tz/^ 4 % )  since
'̂ 22. =






■̂ 29- “Z-KC* ,̂,-1-hi^z) since
^  = 2-k ( 'Y,̂  - Zk'zyw.̂  CAC.ce
Ÿ5I - 2h L '^id - h -Clin ot 
5 -zK (57,2 - h'%') since 
7,3 s ah (9̂ 9 - since
^34= Cz^i?2. + '?7-^h'^M)since 
73*5 = ('>7.3 4 ■z.^'^14 - ■zh'̂iç) cACce 
% 6  - s in%e
%? = ( +  %  -^h
— zh*»2,2.) s in  oe
% e =  4-h*-(^s^^yi^;
Ÿ39= Zk(ry„-%h9^z-zk';^^+7yy5)





= & ly;, -+ Ÿ's
+ -ab%ĵ,4 - zh-y,,)
= zhY%4.'%-zh(%A-zA"Y,z.
= zK*” sin«*
= ( YgCscot c/54^ +'=5̂ *̂sino<'̂
= ^? ‘̂j7-5Vrjo<.
"%3= zh - •zh‘̂)c.'sco4 
# f  = ( ̂/s + ^  ̂/?)
% s  = C Z -V -9̂7 -  ̂cscx
'^Sfĉ  -SIOO*
'̂ 5g = ( zf??̂  -f - z/?'%)simx
Similarly, substituting relationships (3-8) into Equation (2-29) 
to make the change of variables gives
where
T m  = "2 CÙ yo' 6mo«. L W CO^+• V^+ w^) + ^
y
+ + zxT-x'CF^icj*)] an (3-10)
M 5 2 [ (///»' )(h/x,) + 2(t/x, )]
1=  (2/3)(///)(h/x,)^
l'= (2/3)(t/xJ [3(h/xJ^+ 6(h/x,)(t/x, ) + 4(t/x,)*]
30 Approximation of a Shell of Revolution
Since the purpose of this dissertation is to treat shells of 
revolution in addition to conical shells, a scheme used by Azar (44) 
is used here. A shell of revolution can be approximated by a series 
of conical shells as shown in Figure 3-1. The first subscript on the
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x-dimensions refers to the segment nimiber and the second subscript re­
fers to the small or large ends, 1 and 2, respectively.
[K-l]
AXIS OF REVOLUTION
Figure 3-1 Shell of revolution approximated by 
K conical segments.
The total strain and kinetic energies are found by summing over K 
number of conical segments as followss
V - S  Vj
(3-11)
T = t  Tj
Thus, Equations (3-9,10) must be modified to accommodate the 
summing of energies of the K conical segments. Boundary conditions are 
imposed at the edges x, ̂ and x^^^ only..
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3̂ 4- Boundary Conditions
Since there are three displacements and four angles of rotation 
of the normal to the middle surface involved in the state of deformation 
of the composite shell, the specification of boundary conditions could 
assume many forms.. The boundary condition considered here is that of 
simply-supported ends in the sense that the normal and circumferential 
displacements are zero at each end of the shell. In addition the merid­
ional stress resultant and moment are zero at the ends, so that
V = w = = 0
on the edges y - 0, ln(x̂ ^̂  /x^ )(x = Xy , x̂ )̂.. (These are the same 
boundary conditions used by Cohen (.2̂ ) and Hu (̂ l) in their studies of 
unsyomietric free vibrations of conical shells..) By specifying that 
V - w = 0, the shell is actually "fixed” in the circumferential direction, 
so that ^  -  o on the edges. Thus the complete set of boundary
conditions is
V
on the edges y 0,, ln(x̂ ĝ /x,̂, ).
Modal functions which satisfy the first four boundary conditions 
are given by the following sine seriess
V - 2 Btnsirx̂ ŷ
W = C C.i»>
= S Dm s'ln/Sm*)





m«ir / Ir, (.Kx,*/ X.,|)
^ = \t\ Cx/Xv,»)
o C m  ̂  D m i E - m  = Undetermined non-dimensional
parameters
The fifth boundary condition is that the meridional constraint 
must vanish at the edges. Now is calculated by
Fx = Fx + FÎ (3-12)
Substituting from Equations (2-18) into (3-12) gives
Fx = [G& 4-ex (6^ + )] (3-13)
and substituting from Equations (2-14) and (2-15) into Equation (3-13) 
gives
+ I  x‘ cscct (jv,̂  -  K <>ô̂  4- h vt'ô.fr') + <' x'co4<x 'lAi']] )
or
Fx = 4tE* [u,^+ ̂xX~* (esc* v,^+ u + cotoc w))
Since it is specified that v and w vanish on the edges, the requirement
that Fx = 0 on the edges, after making the transformation y = ln(x/x,,, ), 
can be replaced by
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%  + = 0 (3-14)
on the edges y = 0, InCx^^t A  i,i )•
If Ü is assumed to be of the form
Ü = 2 A„co= (3-15)
Equation (3-14) is satisfied.
The final boundary condition is M% = 0 on the edges. can
be calculated by
Mx = Mx + + a(Fx - ) (3-16)
Substituting from Equations (2-18) into Equation (3-16) gives 
Mx = ^ Ë'x + ZO.tE% C.e'i -Efc
+ )] (3-I7)
By Equations (2-14) and (2-15), Equation (3-17) becomes
Mx = Ex C (cscet )3 +" Zcct Ex ( ( »̂>£+
- -f -+̂ (̂ x'£Lcsc.o<(.tr-»-
+ ( IC-t h \ ^  + C-fisfe*. '-uyd — Lc6Co4(lX-H V'8,6+ ̂
+ ( u-hi/'̂  ~h +  CCrV ot )
or
Mx = fc'x [  ( csco<.
+ A-Vxû-̂ ë 'x ̂  <4x,x" x' Lc-scot c <4̂ -̂
Since ̂  and vanish on the edges, the requirement that My, also, vanish
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on the edges can be replaced by
+ ( "3bo./4̂ ) [ (3-18)
on the edges. After making the transformation y = ln(x/x,ji ),
Equation (3-18) can be written
Ç I-Ibcu/^i ■)( ) + (.■%bo./’«?■)c  ̂- Û (3-19)
Equation (3-19) must be satisfied on the edges for any values of 
the coefficients l-(3ha/t* ) and (3ha/t* ). Therefore, the conditions
+ Vx iPjc = O 
%,y ^  °
I (3-20)
must both be met on the edges. The following modal functions will satis­
fy Equations (3-20) on the boundaries:
2 Fm cos/5m y
(3-21)
In summary, the complete set of modal functions is
U = g
V = 2 ®m S>Vti
^  2  C „ , S in








whicn satisfies the boundary conditions
v = w = / ^ ~  — Fy; = Mj4 = 0
on the edges y - 0, ln(xĵ ĵ, /xm ).
3 o 5 Inertia Coef ficients
Each of the modal functions, Equations (3-22), is an infinite 
series which must be truncated at a finite number of terms for com­
putational considerations.. Garnet apd Kempner (^) used a two-term 
series for each modal function while Azar (44) used three-term series. 
For this study each of the modal functions will be truncated at three 
terms «
Using the following identies
Ç, = COS s., = sin A,y
Çz = COS/3,»̂ S,. = sinA,<j
Ç3 = cos »̂i s, = sin̂ ĵ
When Equations (3-22) are substituted into Equation (3-10) the follow­
ing expression for the total kinetic energy is obtained, after col­
lecting terms :
Tm = *1 S ( cc- tCMA?"
-V % F ,^  +  2.x* •) dV  +  C M  A \  +  X F ^  4- Z.X 'G i,  ')
4- C lAA,.», +  XF-ft 4- £  i  4- S  C.NiAiAi-4- X ^ ^
4r Ç iÇ t. 4- 'Z -C .H A i 4: 2 ,x ' ê »iGi 5 ^
4 -  z  X T 4 F 5  +  - 4  e  *
(Continued)
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S  sinot' M C ■*■ ^
6tK,
Ü M  = Â. E smAj M  l A,o;̂ j + )
è ^ z
^(A =. A % ï>in ô .j K (  4, 4- Ak-iCjjj )
àt̂ -b
^ I m  s  s  * 'r » c A j  m  c B i O ^ j  4- 4
à3(
âlM = % %)  ̂4- +• j)
âBi
àr*A  = Â  2  - s i n o l j  1^  (  4- ï i i O ; ^ , !  4- B i C S ^ ^ p
6B%
$r»A = A S  SinoCj (C.|Qn,) C.î.'î’wji)
àC |
^«A = A S  \̂nc<j NV ■'■ ) + C-iCTjijj■)
ACz
=r A S  5»n t*.j K (.c.,0^, j 4- 4- )
àC-5 . '  j
1  Â S  ^ ‘n«Â  X .( Ovd̂ i'̂  4- 0-2.<rĵ ^̂  4- D».d7&,y )
ÔD|
= Â S  %'m*̂  % CDiCr;̂ .,̂  + DzO ,̂  ̂ 4-
àt>2
« A S  « lo s A j  X  4- -v
^Kv = Â S  %\n oĉ  a x '  ( e ,  <1:̂ ;̂  4- 4- B-sO^ î )
à&t
ffÜA = Â S SincAv -2.1' Ce»0760 )
6E%
ôlTnv=.Â s  WinçA' A l'  Ce »07>jJ 4- B-iJJTijj -v E ^<^,j) 
6BT,
= Â S  sinc<j XCFjCTjjj +• F%.O ĵ +dFj
CTm s  A  S  *S»not,j X  C F i O ^ i j  4 -  F^(T^,j +  F 5 O X , j   ̂
à!fz
âî*A a A S  "5*nc ĵ X  c  F,0^ j 4- 4- Ç=5j <r«,̂ j )
6F5
âî»A = Â 2  A X '( 4- 4-
Ô6»,
à l M  ^  Â  S  - s î r .  a t ’ C 6 , » 0 A , i  +  e , î . « q j  4  )
dén.
^ M . Â  S  s i n c < . :  A x ' c c , , c r ^ , i  t  e ^ z O I . ^ 4 - < ^ , o ^ , p  
ÔG,,
» (3-25)
Thus the right-hand portions of the twenty one equations, Equations 









The matrix, , has diagonal symmetry (b̂  ̂= )
(3-28)
3.6 Stiffness Coefficients
Substituting the modal functions from Equations (3-22), trun­
cating each series at three terms, into Equation (3-9) gives the fol­
lowing expression after collecting terms:
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V„- IT 2: ( 4 ! {
+ / & & C, + DzE* + ^  +/ÔS (Kf +\'yzi^
+f̂ e.Cl +'f«P«e* + çl +Af« [ 2X?-^6B,Bz.+-^x'[%C,C.z+Z'%^D,Dz
+ -ŸGz(D,ez+f̂ E:,) + *2^« E,Ez.] ÇiQz +yg,^3CZ.x!t%G,e5+ 2K?-'5fg,C,C»
-+ '̂̂ w.D^Ds + 0,E%+ DbE,") 4- a -^ E iE sl C.%Ga +
+ AX.T'Ÿt, +  %ÿi8 + -%%( De&a-^ D5E&) + "Z.^Eg.E^ ç*ç,s 
+  C  î t ?  +  n " ^ , z  B . C ,  + -  X . f  { ' ^ 7 + r r f ^ ô > ^ ? ’ +  D ?
+ r?’'̂ 53)D,E, +  (.'>?5-» + n % « ) £?■ 1 st4- \lx.f Cn‘'̂ /ô+-̂ u')B\ + ‘'î^'^z®z^z
+ 1-̂ 7 +- n ‘̂ie)C-z 4- (^()+ 4- (^2 4- rr̂ ss)Oa.E« +• +fr^)E,]^
+ Li^ (n''7io4-'iÿu')^4- mC/^izBsCs 4- +  (■:^4Tr^s6‘) O 3
4- ( 4 -  r ? " D » E 3  4- ('^54+/7^55^ E.%] ̂  4- C *2-Xf (tV^/D+'’?«) %lQz 
4- n i^^xz ( c.,cz 4- % +  n^^') D,p^
4- (>7f^ 4- 4 - DzS%b 4- 2 . ( ^ 4  E jE a l  4-[z x :^  (
4 - ^ 11) B |B s 4 - nX^^yzCB^C,4-B(C.^') 4 -Z )tf( ':^ 7 4 -/7 ^ '^ ^ )C |C s4 - ■2-('^44>4-iv^')D,[:>5 
4- ('7sz4-rf%3)(.D\e94- D%m,) 4- +r3^% )6 ,5 .3 ]  5iVs 4- Cxy.̂ -Cn̂ -̂ ,0
4.-Ÿ J Bz.Bs +  n  K^-'ifyg (B sC.^4-B»Cs ) 4- -2.kT-(-5 ^ / 7 C a , C s 4 -  2 0 ,0 ,
4 - l^^4'n-^53')(.D2.E:34-OaEi^ 4- 'Z('^54.+r7^S5) E t E s l ^ t S s  4r̂ iC.-X?'̂ ,ç Eu
-Z'^SZ D,E:,-'^46D^4-'^07E;7") S,C, 4- /8%C-Kt?^s B&Bz-^zD,&z.-^g2.D%E,
"  ??48 * ‘̂^ z  4- " % 7 E ,E 0  &.\ C f. 4- ySs ( — xi^-^yg B iBs “  % %  D{E.y D%E,- 
^  Ç:3 4- B , B f  ^ 5 2  — D, p, 4-




+ "^s7 G.i%3 4- fit. (— B z . B O j E s
- Ÿ-ifô Oz,t>5 4-•^S7 Ez,Es) C.1.5> 4- (3® (.— b\ — Z ^ sz.0»,E.3""'̂ s D|-V^ST el^SaÇ^ 
-C'jfisOv^W'îfi^e.jej-v n-yjv^^vDi 4-n^zûC.^e.iKifi*^ ^  ^  4-^,4 BzEz.
4-ri'̂ i9 C-iPt 4- C-zÊ ') 5& — ( B»p5 4- ̂ ,4 BtEf 4- n "%gC3 + A"^aC»S3)%,^S3
"L '^lS  ( ®vÎ^7-4- 4- ■5̂ )4. CB»&2.4- B iS .i'^4  n ^ 1 9 Cc^0^4^C t b 4-n ^ z ,( f  f  %4C.^,^ Svfi»
-L'^rt(B»Di+B%P,') 4- B3S.,') 4- n'fi9Cc*D^+C3Di^4-ci^toCCiE.s4C,Ei'giC^'*Si5>
-t*^,5CB*D54-BsPa^ 4- ^,4.(.B%R.3+B?Ez) 4- n .̂9lC%B,4-C&Pz  ̂ 4- (Ct'E5 4 c%e^
+ (^ iD T 4 .iy % E T )8 ^ ^  +  + 4-
+  eC-fsi D.p,4 e%i%3. 4- 'Z.C'̂ SI D.D3 4 %,-sa
+ ^l^5,W 34iia.E % ET .)e^-^"S3 4- ^  I ( C,G,, + )Cy g%
^ ^ ç l "  + ^'^3 * ^ . 3 6 7 5  +^23C-a,Fi)K^<o ”̂ ^^£3
+ t '^ '2 2 . C/SiC-jG}2 . V ^iCiÉjO 4- *^33 (. (BiC> F«.4- p?CtPC)]  ̂&iGzA L^zl I f f  ,C; 3
4- 4- ^23 C(8 iC,F^-v )Ĉ e. CjC  ̂ 4 C^zZ (/5zCi6j» 4
+ •̂ ZS (,0zCzF%t- jSsC^ F% )]x^^' -V- ( %i, F? 4 G.
4  (‘̂Zt.Fi 4 - ^ % G ^  ') £  Ç.Ï 4  l<%,k F»4T^%G^) e  4  2 (-̂ «6, F, Fk
4  ^ — •— *• “*■ F\Fs 4-^3tG»|^) e  ^iGs 4  z l^z4 F»F3
■zCi-utj4 _     _4'^g^G*%€|3^C Q-3.Ç.3 4 rî , <-)Cv 759A.vE>i 4*̂ 43 D,G»,-»--̂p44 e»c=j| — DiF)
4 ‘̂ ^^e^F’,') ç7" 4  n ^  (.-><?%A t G z 4 - % &  PzG»e4 "^44E : z < S ^ - D g E z 4 % 3 <§^2^
4 A%% 4 ? ^  t>3(qm,4-^*^Ea6% ~T-#-S O aPï>4 '^^E 3FO ë'^C 3 
4 h  \1 -X. * ‘̂ 9  ( /S,Kz.Bv‘'^^»A\Bsl) 4-'ï^^^(^,D|Êta4'^aDzÊi|^4i^4^ (/^tRiOz 4-/«ï_ê̂ z.<5»/̂
' '^ 4 e . ( (@&D«F:,') 4 (Ae%Fz4 ê^&Gg: 4 n (̂ .Aa'Bv
4/«-6NiBa) 4 ( ̂ D̂,<=»3 4 /«%Ds<=j|) 4 -̂ 4. C /6»E>Cj3 4 p̂ E-sGzi) T4S ( A  D,Fa
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ef^ &t&3 "*" n \ j - x T ( /6zAt5z4-̂ 5A»%.B&)
+• ̂ 3  ( ̂aDz.<=is + ̂ 51̂ ^'2.) +■ ■’̂44-̂  ^  Dz.^sDs F̂ 3
+ F» + ^%E%FlD] GizÇa + Cnxtifç + •^xTAiCj-^nxî’î̂  A»Bi
“> ^ i.X ^ '^  A A  -t- t i ^ - i ô  D iF i +  M ^ s 9  ^ \P *  ~ M . n i f 4 )  e , f ,  +• iT 5 ^ ^ e ,< s ,i
+  D A , - ^ h ,  D A i E,G, 1̂  ? ,G i 4- AjCi
A ^ & |- ^ x f % A % C | -V -n-^5ô D,Fz, +•
+n-^^E,G,z + n-̂ ,9DA&-^n •̂4t. DAa - ^ 47E Ag') 5*Ç^ + (n-^ %A A%B»
•+ AaCj-^nK^-^Y A’i6|'r4Z.X?':̂ Aq,Cv 4- n-̂ ĝD̂ F̂  + 0*̂ 59 E^p^-^n-̂45, D̂ F»,
—M.n'̂ 41 E.\F3  + n e  iCarS + n ̂ 3 9  D,Gts ’~A£J'7 "f̂4̂  DAs '~Utft'^4ty E As^ e ^ s j  ̂
+  C n x ^ -^5-AxS^z. -'-x f '-^ A x C .-i—>t<^/7XT'3^vA\Bz. — Â Cg.  -v n -^ g g  O tF i 
+ ""^3) ̂ z.F| --^ n  0%.F* Ez F, +• n^-zE.T.6 ,, +  n̂ %9 Dz<c,,-x^n^D^(q,
4- C F! At&a. 4- D̂ Fz.
~M -n >^"^-r AtBg —̂ X ^"%AtĈ z. + E-zFz. —̂ *cn"î 4£) EzFz.
+ n?^z E%6 i2  +• n O A  z. ~-^n ^ 4  ̂Dz6 % z. ^ 7  &z«=i.i.') e ' ^  SzÇæ.
4- (. A%5%4- A % C % x T ^ 7 AsG»z.-x^xT^"^AsC% + o ^ ^ 3
—MJi'̂ 4ti DzP& ~-U- n ̂ 4\ E %  F% 4- n  + 11^39 D-2.<£»=j — X6f? ̂4i> Dt^*
Ez <̂ 5 ) < s ^  ^ ç a ,  4r (. n  x T ^  A»B» 4- x̂ ■ŝ fcA\C.-»> —>t/7 AxBg
-/K.xT̂ Â%c% 4- rv-̂ jgOaF» + -,j w *24û D3 F1 --4^n'^4<^3P» 4-
+• n -^39 D*,<Ê|| --«.»7 D%<=,, "^7  E;3(4 i) ê.'^ç.é :S5 +• ( n  x.  ̂r ĝ A% % 5
+ >C'"% Aa.C%-^n xT^ 7  A tB% -^xT:^ AzCa + DsFg 4- n " ^ 9  E^F-a
"A ^ '^A d  ^^z-~~'*^f^'^4-l E%Fz 4- 14*̂ 47, Ea,G,7 . 4-n"3̂ 99 —-^/7I>9<&z.
-y^ri'^4r + Cn X?̂ :ÿâr A%B̂  4 - xtlÿL A3 C3  - ^ n  x ? ^  Aa B%
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— + n '̂ 36 D-.F% +• E^Fg —^o*:^jô D'&Fs E3F3
+  63673 4- n*>739 D5<Sr3-'^/?';ÿi^ D3615 — E'i‘S73')e‘̂ 5 3 Ç 3
— / 3 j  C o j C ^ î ^ t A i B i  +  A v C i  V  4 - 0 7 ^ 0 ^ 6 ^ 4 '
- /^ C n ic f‘!f7 AtBt + ̂ iT-̂ AzCz +n"^*)D%Fz^ n^^., E&Fz +
-/&s(n)cT%A3B? 4 xf^gA^Ci-v C^TS + 0*̂ 4, Eg F% + ""̂ 46
" " ^ n (/SzA%B|4 fStA)&;£) + /S%A%C| + (3|A%Ĉ  ̂+n”̂4o( +• jâtDjKz.)
4- n*̂ 4.| C/S|E^F, + ̂ SaEjFa') 4- n^4  ̂( (6, t>î l4-(3tDv< ẑ.̂ +• 0^47C^(E-zfilit-^Ejôtîîe.'^S,^  
A»A3B, + ̂ ,A,e^ 4- C/@5A3 C,+ Â c»̂  4- n-^C^^DsF.+ iSsDiF&b
■'■n‘̂ 4|C(3iE-»)F|-t-jSsEjP»,) -4 n ‘» 4̂gi ^ + f5?0,(=;%)4 "7(47  ̂^1 3̂ 6 3 ^E
""T.O \%Bs4(33A3S>2) 4- x T ^ I ^3 A3C%4 AzA^ 4- n’̂ ûi-^zP^^+ ’̂ çPsiFs^
(/St63(^4- ̂ »EtF3^4-n-^6(̂ P%6;-z4- ̂P2C»3)4- 0*̂4̂  C^*E36»ï+ ̂ 363,6̂ ^
4*C (T< AT 4- 1-^4 -+n%fzç-f̂ <:̂ -Ÿ-2.7—̂ ï^zô) F"̂  -4- C*̂ 39
4- -u c^^z. +-<^^33  ̂F,G,| 4- C'̂ 34- + ç f
4-\l ("^ +r^ 3  + .^ ^̂ 4 ) X̂" AT 4 C i^ 4  4 L":̂ z$
4" F 6̂?t4- 3 4 , 4- Ô ygy -^^^7 4 --̂ ^̂ 5 b /
+C.CY» ■*" 'Ÿ*-^T34^^4.)X^aJ 4 +r^-f^2«4-<^îÿ2V--^7fas)F^4-
4- n^3b  4 C*̂ 34. + /7^>14«^37 4.^-^îse)G»ç^ë
4-Lz (Y< 4:4^Y4)<T'A, A7 . 4  i(Ÿ l4 -4 r? i^  +^'fz7 --^<^zs) FiRt.4- C”̂ 9
4- r?"ÿÿA -^'^ÿa --̂ T^24--̂ 6* '̂̂ 33HFiÊ|t4-Ft6|i') 4- "2-C "?34-4 --̂ ?̂%7
4v.̂ -̂ '̂) G4»6jî3ë^^ S'Gf- 4 \1> C"̂ 14 r / * " + . ^ ^ )  X? AiA§ -+- % ("ÿẑ +f̂ ÿzs 
4x^^z? F| P3  4 4 r? î3 o — -t-u^ÿsa) CFA%4 FsGn")
■*■■̂ ■̂734 4 4^9^5B)€*/S,1^ Æ^^Ç:»Ç2, 4- .̂2.̂ '̂ , 7-rj?îfa— <t-̂ s
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+ - « ? " %  )  K ?  A -z A t>  -t--^■^•fc-7 )  F a  •V- C " ÿ z < )  + •
— +• '2. (-̂34.-<-f?*̂35 —-^ ■5̂ 7 •f--̂ ‘5ĵ3gl̂Caii.G:»V!l® '̂£?QS«
+ /3i U k? C-*Ÿ3 + 2.̂ -:f4) AT + •+• +%^:ÿg3) F,G$I
+ (-%37 + SjC, + Cx.?(-T3+Z"^:^)A,Az. +(Z^:^-%)
4- (.— Fa<£|| +- C“ '%2'F^'^3s’) pi C»2 .'F C—'5̂ '37 ■♦• 2-<^^5a')Gll<SiîÎ Ê 
■*■ |ô 11. K? (- ̂3 4- ) Al A-, 'F c 'LM ^'^-zn~ 7ze) P% Ps ^ P&<=, i+
+ • - ^ ' ^ 3 3 ’) F .c ^ ^  -V- (--3 ^^ ^  4- Gai<Sj3 ^  e . ^ " ^  +  (®a L>cT(;-‘̂ + Z y < t ^ )  AjAz.
+-^^-^-Z7" *^^^PiFz. ■'• 4-X-7^33) F»Gia + l-^3Z+'«6':ÿ33^ Fz6 ,i ■ ' - ( . - • ^ 5 7
4 - '4 ^ ':^ e ) (= ,i6 ;^ ê ^ ^ ç ,% a  4- (9z.^ X-T ( - ^ 3  + 2 ^ : ^ )  Aa +
4- ( — *Ÿ3l — 4- Fz.6,% 4- (.•̂ ■̂ 37 -+ Z4^":^SB^G,% 3  4-̂ ®\licTC.— ^3
+  )Ai.A% 4- Pz.F^ 4- C“ '^3/ +-«''̂ 3'3') FaGjz.̂ ' FîAs
+  ( - - ^ V I  •*“  < 2 ïa « £ » 3 .1  S % Ç 3  4 -  / 5 3  U  < ? ■  C -  ^ 3  +  2 ^ ^  ) A i A %  4 -  ( z ^ - ^ % 7
-T ze )^ .p 3  +- C--^3l+^'??37i') FiG,3 4 + ^ - ^ 3 ,)  p^G,, 4-
■V- ë ^ ^ Ç i " ^  4- (S3  t^xT (—Ÿ3 4 2 -<z.̂ 4 ) Az A3  4- Fa^S
4-(--^3( 4-_6Z."^3^ FLGqa, 4- C-"!^3a4-.a^33) P i^ ïz  4- (-^ 3 7 -f-z^Y-se»)
4 (&3 .L 11T 1^"^%4-24^7^ ) A% 4- (.2^:;^^ -"Ÿza) F& 4- L - -^3Z + 2u/^:ÿ33) F3 6 1 3
4 l- -^ 3 7  4 . Z ^ ifs a ')  <=,% 3  S3 &Ç3  4- K.T-74.Af 4- 1̂̂ 4- Fi<=,i
4  (S?CkT’̂ 4-Az  4 4-^33 Fa<S=iz4-^58Gjz)ë^^2?
4 ^ ^  C K ?^A %  4- - ^ % 7  F% -V "Ÿs^ F%^3 4  "%g<=i5 ^ ë  2^ 4  (SijôaL2 .K,-^^ A|Az
4  2'^'27 p, Pj_ 4- ”̂ 3 3  ̂F,G»*4 Fz^i'i 4  ‘Z-'̂ iggGiiCi z.3 S. ^S»22 Ai ( &%^ 4  A, A3
4 2 ■ ^ ■ 2 7  F^pk, 4  "^3 % (. Fi< - , 3  4  P ^ G ; 4» 4 fSz^3 \jZ.X|‘̂ <(. A1 A3
4  2 .^%'y f^Fk 4  "^33LF%6 » 3  4 3̂ 6 ,% ')42.?^%Giz^%3ë cLy ^  (3-29)
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In Equation (3-29), for convenience of writing, x, = x,,, .
Integrating Equation (3-29), using the integration coefficients 
from Appendix A, gives
Vwr ■) -V <r,;j
•*■ + •2.0'̂,i 4. "^?k(=,("?%6.F&F3
’̂T34.̂ *-'̂ '3̂  ("^1 4-'%ikGT) ■'" ) + - 1 % ,  of
+"ÿsL,Ê %̂  ■*■ ( "Y'si OiC?t-vE,e-o + ('"%! OkC>5-v ■=̂ s4E’»ea)
+ D%Ds + " Ÿ » . -»- /sT +K?"Yz»(̂ f ■*■'̂•40
+ Tsz ÔE% -*- -^5 4 . ) -V- ,3%  ̂ ■*■ ■*■ 7^0 Dz. 4- ̂ z  OzBz.
 ̂ ^  ̂ •Sji + xT̂ -zi C.T» + '̂ «f&0| + •̂ s2̂ t>3E3-+-?fS4. Es )
+ (‘2.<f̂ ,4,e,»Bz. 4- -2.<̂ '̂ %\<4,C3. + -ZŸ:»6 D, Dz + D;P..
+ f s 2  r>sEi -V •2 .zf^4 . e , E , )  -V-^ |̂03 0;-g . ■Z.JĈ '̂ fẑ C.-i.C-s
4- ̂ 'f4ô 0 &D5 +  DtEs "^szDsEz4- ÊzEs') + [jK.Jr (
+-nK?-^,zB,C,-i- VL̂ (.-^7 + n^^e.)c.?^ v I ^  + r P n  o,E.
+ 4- E> 3 4- O-^, i L X?-(r^^,o h4f„) 4- n Cf/7
4- n^7)a) 4- (-^g 4- oi +  (-f^z 4 r f D % E g _ - t -  (iÿ^+ ^ ) E z 3
4" L  <?"(. n^-Ÿ)a4"ÿ, ) Bs 4r xit n ̂ 1% GsCs"+- X.T 1^,7 4- r f C . %  4- (.-̂ ^
4 - D| 4- C '̂ «̂ ,4- n"f'srs') DsE^ 4- (-^s* + rfzÿ^)Es]4-a^,\[%Kf («i-fto 
4-'̂ii') B|Bz. 4- nx%"':y,z 5%C., 4- n +  Z.X? r?^/ô)^i‘̂z-4-
4-n*’'̂ yo") D%D% 4- C*>̂ -sz 4r tJjEt+Dze.i'i 4- "Z. 4 n^sg) E xEz]
4 - < q , ^ (rf'»ÿm4' R .%3 4- r, xT^.z BsC., +  n xT-^iz B»C^4r zxTC"?,?
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+ CjC-a + 2. ( +  rf"̂ $4) b|Ps + ('̂ Ps2.+ rf^^gs X  Da&i') "V
+  ^ ^ 3 5 )  +• 0 ^  . C-Z.X.!- ( n C ^ ^ c ^ - v
4-Ĥ -̂ e,') C2.C3 4- & + DzP? + ) I Dz.B.%-V C>3 e i. ') t- 'Z .
+ - e-i.ê 3 /®i C.“X.̂ '̂ /« bI" — 2-^sz Die|--̂ ôDf'4-'5̂ yÊ ')
C-K̂ '̂ JS Q»Bz. -^sz D,E«, -"%%.DzE,-4^6D,Dg.4- "̂ 37 e » e . % ' ) 4 - 8 , B 3  
— "yszCD%E^'+ — '^46 D|Ds 4- *^S7 E & E ^  4* L“ B»Bz.-‘=f’sgCDsie^4D,et')
- %  D,D2.4-^?7 e^ez] 4  t-x?^,s Bl~z_7ç7,D^e.e“ ^4aCë 4 ^57^1:3
■^^*3^0,4 %z.E»3 — "^sg COit-i-f D̂ Ei.'> — 4  ”̂ 7  EZ.&3]
4/s,q;̂  ̂ L-k^-ÿis fivBs'-'fs2Cc^e,4 d . e ^  - ^ ^ D . D 5  4  ̂ ,7 
+ L~ ̂  ̂,s R>zB-i - '̂ -sg(Da,Be4- DgE.%̂  - D2.D34 7̂ 57 Bg.t.73
L - ^ f ^ / S  ^ 3  -  ^ 'T '5 2  D3 E3  —^ 4 0  0 % 4 ^ f ç 7  e l l  4  ^ 3  % ,D.
-n-Ÿ/9^ ‘Di -n"^zoC.,E.|) 4 ( - %  B% D&- BzEa-n^,^Cg Dz
- n"^%C.%E%) 4  K & O ^ (.-^3 B 3D 5 -"^4 B % E 3 - M ^ C ) C % D 5 — n'f^^C.^'E^')
4  C -^ 3  lB,D&4B%.D,') -  ^^4 ( BkHi.4 Rgg.,) -  r r ^  Cc,D*.4C-z.pO-n-f*oCc,ff^
4  CgS»^] 4  £.-'7/5^ "61 D ^ 4  Bg Di”) — '^#4 ( 4  B 3 E 1') — n4p<)(CtD34 C.3 D 1*)
■'h'^gû ( C,E.54 C.^S 03 4  [-"^3 ( 4  B 3 CJ-O — (BzE-3.4
~n'̂ i,̂ (C.7,D54Ca,C)2.') ~ •T’̂-2oCCgE-5 4C7,H7.')] + /SiX,Q^ C"̂ zz: ̂ iGn4"^3C,Fi)
+  OzA%4^^zF%.') 4  /SsXii’T^^^.^CT’̂ C ^ e r ^  4
4- \3 " ^ 2 2  ( / S | C | Q 7 j + 4  *^g3 < |̂C| F 2 4 j 0 » C 2 . P i ^ 4 - t 7 ^ ^ ( ^ i C , 6 j 3
4 /S*,C3<̂ »') 4  fS«,0%V='i')3
+ ̂ 3  ( /3» Cz F% 4  Fz_':0 +" l-X?3^A»b,4 :^5D,G,,4-^E,(^,
— Ot F |  4 'T j^ 'jE jF , ’)  4  n  A.Z. 6 2 4  Dz.<=,2 . 4 '?ÿ%4 E z4 g .- ^ g O i .F 2
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•+ "̂ 43 EtFt) +- n Da<4g + E3Q5-
+ fl t.~ X\ ■̂ 9 (/̂i A-iBi4-/SaftxCz") + C PvGjz+fSzĈ zGa») 4- (/8,E|(âz.
4" (Sz. ^•zéï i ' )— ( ^|C?»Fc.4-j3zt>zFi'i 4 -■ ^ 5 ( ^ 3 i e | F z , 4 - E - î , F i ) ] 4 - n  AsB»
4-^%A.\Sg^ 4- ■^a(^>DvG^54r ^ ' a £ > ^ Ê » i 7 ■'"
4-/8»C)»,F’i') 4- "^5(/a,E,F%4- /Ssta.F»')] 4f- nO^, - C- xf'-̂ 9 C/a2A^Bz.4-/as Az,B^)
+•*^5 (/Sz.DzG?3 4- 4- ( /^z Ez.(=334. ^%e.3<âzJ) — ( /Sg PzF^4- /S3 D , F&)
+"^(/&zEzF^4. ̂ 3̂ :3F^D (-Xj^-nA,E.t- x T - M-^o D,
- n”̂ i G,p:̂  - t>«<̂ t- 0*̂ 47 ̂ l ^ i ' )  4- k-X'i'n'̂  AtBz-X/Ÿ8^^z.-n"^C^Fg
- n-:̂ ,H-z.Fz.— n-^^oL^z-n"^4iE-iÉ^z*) +
— iT^lEsF^ - Pj<=J3-n'̂ -̂|Ê <£,5‘̂ 4rCŜ .̂̂ îCf'n'>2-7 (/Sr.A-z.'Bi 4'̂ ,ft|Tiz')
—  ̂ AzC| 4r(S| A»Cî^ — '̂ '̂ 4ô̂  fSiDtF^ 4- ̂ zP iF4T) — C^,Ez F»4-/®’̂ % P O
/
- l (S»DzA»4- /Sz.p><=;z') - ̂'=747 4- l̂ ï-̂ î îz')] +*^^iL">‘̂ nŸ7
4- /iiA»K>îD — 4 - (S, — h'̂ 4ô C(3«t>«,F» 4-^^pjF»,’) — n"?̂ , Ĉ iĤ F)
4- ̂ 5  1F3 ') — n ( A ■̂S<̂ t4' /S3 — (T -̂y (. (3 »&“.^ i 4 - f5-%̂ »<=i3'0
4-  ̂t"  K?"rr^( /S&Az% 3  4- /S^A-i^z^ “ X.T% (̂ 5zAz.Ct. -v (S3 A^Qz)-tf^C(SzCSFz
4- /S'iP-z.Fî  “ tT74j ( (Szt-»,Fz4- /S^tt-FïT) '“•̂ '̂ 4 4 , ^ ẑt>a6az4- ^  "n^ 7
+ 4- n ^ ^ 'n  4  A\C,4-n lr^gr/^% ^D ,F»
4-n 4 - n  (7 7 4 2 - 4 .̂-5̂ ^ )E,Gj, 4 r n  ('ŸW^'%l<b>
4-ÇÏ^^. )C]̂ n AzÎJ, 4- (%-?«.%) Aï<l» 4- n
4- n ("^z-^:ÿ 4 7 ) E,€;z 4- n OiG=jz] 4 C"̂ *
4- A3 C, 4 - n ( '^ 3 8 --<iJ-'^4 o9  D^Fg 4 - n  E,F%
4- n 1 "7̂42̂  —-Zi.-^y') EiG,-i 4- n ( * 7 3 9  D,6,?3 4 ^ ,^  [xi^n (■^S'-'̂ ’fV') A»Sz.
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•»-xt A.vCï_ 4- n  ("Ÿ38 —^'^40)  Oz.F| -V’ n  Eî.Fx 4- n
E^Cq, 4- M D&Cq,] CxT"n 4-XT(")^
A%c%. -V r\ C'^fsô ~~^’̂>.:>) t^Fz. 4- n  —̂îjï? /) E.%.F%, 4- n
4-n K’̂ 3<̂ -xc.'̂ jfô  l%.4z] 4- (1%,%  ̂ Lx^'nC’̂ 's --^ -^ ) A^Bt. 4 - x ? " A % c %
4-h ( * ^ 3 0 t>2.F3 4- n  C'^3 9 - ^ ^ 4 /!) 4 . n  C-^2---^-f47> EzÉ,^ + n ( . '^
4- Lx?"n ( ." ^ s - '^ ^ )  A»Ç>3 4- C'̂ ,̂—̂ " 5 ^ )A\C^4- nC^ga,
[>%Ft 4- n  (j^ 3 ÿ -L ^ ^ /)  Ei^F, -v n  C‘̂ 4t--<!^‘ï^ 7 )  E^g,,4- n  (" 3̂ 9 ' ^ ' ^ ) J  
4- <3̂ Çj j L x ^ n  AT.%3, 4  XÎ” AîC-3 4  n
4- t^C' ^ 3 9  - - ^ ^ )  4  n  a3<9z 4  n  C-^^-^-fi<é.) D%6,zT}4<];^^\[xTnl'^
—><6 :^7 ) A%S? 4  A%<L% -V n C'5;f3a*“-<^'^ô^ D%p3 4-n l"^3 <)— E3 F)
4 n  {-^8 E.3 C7 3  4  n  ("Ÿ3,)-T^^6^ D%g,3T] 4  Xj^t (.'̂t'*'
A  ̂4  ( -3ÿz4 4n*’̂ 25- 4-<w?:;̂ z,7 —utry^ze) F'i*' 4  ( "îfto 4  n* ^ 3 0  
4:%/^:^^ ) F%G?| 4  ( *^34 4  ^SS 4 ^  <=n U "F Lx^ 1"̂ } :ÿ%
■+Û 'f4.') A% 4 î '̂ Z.4 4 r f 4 wCU lÿz.? -uc.'̂ -ze,') 4  C^Z9 + '^^3o"V^'^3/
4.xZ^^35^ PL^Z. 4  (*^34-4 rMÿ^y 4 ̂  ^ 4-
4 --^-^^3 4 , ^ ^ )  A s 4  c -ÿg» 4 't-uJ'-f-z, TLvZ.-ÿz6) 4  4 /f^38
—-^ '^ Z  •=4<t-Ÿs2 4^^-^33'> F%(q% 4  (."^Vt 4 ^^■5^35' 4 ^ ^ 5 ô ')G»î 3
4 ^ o ("7,4 n  + ^ * ^ 4 ) Â k%.4 "^C^z4 + f^"^zS-+^ÿz7 -=^-^2a)F\F%
4 4  52" 4 ê2.-Y33̂ ( »̂G)%4; F̂ (q&') 4  %. C' ^ 3 4  4  tj ^ 3 ? ~>2̂ '̂ 3r7
4 - '^ " fS » ^ ^ A z] 4  L^X?(-^, + n^'fz--w^.'^3-44!J^f^)A,A^4Z('^TS4-fff';^2ç-f^Ÿ27
—̂■^ea'J FjFa 4  4 r?‘-^3û~-^‘'=^l"-^'^5Z- 4_-42%̂ 3%̂ (F,<&,% 4 F%6 ,D 4  Z.('^34
4 r ? -^ ç  -,-cLrifYl 4-4^?''^»') ̂  AïO 4  (1̂ 2 ,j ^  ”2.x^ ( " ^ 4  n^'^z — ) A^Ag
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+ %  I + n*"^zs -1̂ -^zô *) F^Fs 4- C '̂ z*? +
-*--<^y3s)C F̂ Ĝ î -V F’sCSjz) 4- -Z. ("Y34 +  0̂ 3.5 -̂ -*i.îf37+-̂ Ÿ'Sô')Z i f a s ' } (-■̂ 3 
+ Z>1S.*̂ ) A.̂  -V l'ZvZZ.'ŸzT-'fta')^^ ■+• ( - 'î f3 J - 'f^ +  F,<s,, 4-C--̂ y,4-Z<St:̂ ')<=Ĵ ‘]
4. LxT (-^3+ z>i<wf4) a,At_ 4- Czv«-^-iT -fze) FiF^. 4- c-'fs/ fz<& i
-'-(-'^32+^-îf33') FtGjz 4- C-'^37 4- < = 1 4 -
+- ( Y*-/- ) FjFj 4- (— "Ÿ3/ + ^ " ^ 33) Fs^i 4- C — 'Ÿ3Z'*'-̂ ‘̂ 35) F,6,3 4-(--^7
4- -Z^^ss ■) <Sï»6,3I  4- S - X? (- -f3 4- A.v Az. 4- ’fzô) F̂ F-z.
4- (. ^3( 4-,6Z-7̂ 33')FiĜ 'z 4- Cr'^324-^«^"Y33^ Fz.6*| 4-(,-^37 4-"Z..x2--?̂ e)û|6ï23
4- L (-"Ÿs 4-Z^-^4") A^ 4  C ^ F-â̂ 4- C-^3»-"^3fc+Z^'Y33')F^6,j,
4- (--^37 4- Lx^C-^3 4- A^A^, 4- (.-̂ Û fz-J
4 C-'ïfsr +•^'^3’̂ F=,(%z 4- (— ■̂ SS. 4- C-^37 +
Ï . X ^ ( - ' ^ 3  4 ^ ^ ' ^ )  A i A ^ S  4 -  l Z . ^ : { 7 z 7  — ^ f z a )  F ,  F 3  +  (  4 - ' ^ : y S 3 ' )  F , ( S , 3
4 ( - '^324'6('^3) ̂ 3(3, 4- C-'^34 4 ‘Z.̂ -̂ sa')<=3,Gj3'] 4  ̂ 3ff^^-^\lxTC“T34Z^-^^AzA3 
4-C 7Uz-‘̂ z7“ '’̂ Zô) Fz.F% 4- C.- ■̂ 3<4- Fz-éj», 4- f%6,Z+ C— ■̂57
4-2^Y5e')G,^63v] 4  C-X? (-*f3 +  -Z-̂ -̂ 4-) A% 4r ( z ^ ^ - " ^ z 8 )  F ^
4  C- *^31- T3Z 4  %6y3 4- (.- 4^37 +  3 4- (X^'^A^
4  "^27 4  -^3% F|<Si, 4- -%gG,^ ) 4- (Sz (T^ Aa 4
4  '^sa^iz') 4- *^,î (- A3 4  -^27 4  TŸ33 F%<S,%4r ̂ 58
4  /&, ̂ 2  x T " ^  AiAz ■̂ 'Z-'̂ -jnt F&F2 4  CF|6,<1,4-F2<£ji)4-Z.^5ge,i<bzTl
4 / 3 , ^ 3, L ' 2- X ? ' ^ A , A ^ 4  F i F ^  4 - " ^ 3 3 1  F . G , % 4 - F ^ c ç ^ D ^ ^ - ^ s e < â , 6 , 5 ]
4-^t/8s(T^7 j Y_‘2.)Î̂ '^4 A2 A3 4  FtP^ 4?Î3.3CFz6i34-Fî6,z)4'Z.'>2^€»zé»3llJ'
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Taking partial derivatives of the strain energy expression, 
Equation (3-30), with respect to each,of the undetermined parameters 
yields the following set of twenty one equations:
+ + At. t 2^,3 C-̂ ,+ ffŸs"-^T5
+ 4- + A%[zo:^,
^ ^ 74) +  ̂ /̂ */®aQsfc,i'̂ 4̂  + nL-/s.<3̂  ^7
•+B 3^nU -/S3^ /jT «>  ("ŸS -^ '^ 7 )3 ]
<R X.̂ - ZI f  Aitz.<r^o,'j C'^( + n " ? z --^ T 3  +- (AQ79,)
è^z
+ A^L»^,j C-^4:
+ %./8z 0@3,)'^3 + A^LzQ]^ If
-V2,.Æ^) + •Z./6z,S3̂ S7/̂ 'Ÿ4l +
4  e>, n C- fiz.%ĵ '{r<i -  /«2 '5̂ 3 / i"?7 '*■ ^ , i  %  )3 4 B3 n
4  C'^sr^s^Ÿv)! 4  e»  [ r  4-
4 4- 4  c  3[-/s»?^7, ])-% + ?Ls, j




+ (<s«'̂ 6,i+P5%o,3̂ (-'73
+ -Ẑ :f4) 4- + A.% L 2.0Z9̂  ̂( ^ T z
4- •+ "■/*Ŝ *̂ )'j'?7 +  960,j
+ B z , n L ~ / ® B ^ ( , i % * " / 3 s t J ^ 7 ^ ] ^  +  +  B s n C r / ^ a ^ . i T ^
-/H^. j'̂t +  ̂ ,'i (%-^-ÿy)] + + ̂ o,iC-̂ i''̂ %,)Il
•'■C-2Î--/®3̂ 7,j'% '*■ %'•-«% >3 + C- 3 Cr/%(T̂ ,̂  % +  0%*. J
+ A^nxf [- l̂OSo.i79 - A a * ^ 6 M ^ % - ^ ^ t )2
+ +B,xTt«A,»30;-̂  Z<Ç,,i(«7to
+T") ~A^i,jT/«T +" n *̂ ,i’7/z '•■ CzX?ncq2^'^g+ CgX,
- E,x,a^,')- 6zx.cq?,̂  f ,4.
i / w -  TT 2  ^  A %n x T  [ - / a g O ^ '*' ̂ 1,4 ^‘7 s - - ^ ' 7 -t3 + A , n x t t - / S a . ^ 7 'j'7 9  
+- QIz.,j %':^'f7)] ̂  A^nxT 
B ,X ^ [^2 /0 , "7/ 6 +  Z<Iz2 , j  C t^ 'Ÿ iiû + '7 ( i^ ~ /® » ^ ^ ,i '^ « '" A ® z f i , i '^ ''^
+ aCaKf L/fîff74,-,̂6. + ̂,sCn''̂ /̂ 4-fi,)-,s»ai9;4̂ ,5l + 03 xT [2,62̂ 5 
+ Z(r̂ 4 j I “/®3̂<s>,i‘7’/5 "/*z3Is2,i‘’Z,»«T + c.»̂ T̂  ̂ %,i ‘̂le’*'
4" C%X̂ nO% 4  j -^z— l>aX»̂ ç,'j‘7»î. ■“ E,X,<q7ji'7̂ l4.
- e x X ^ r ^ ç ^ j ^ f ^  - E ï X , c r ^ ; j ' ^ i 4 . ' }
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{ A.nxT C-/8î^o,iT9 + %4,i AgnxT 7?9
âB|3
“ <«2^7,iT-7 +*^5,3 + AgnKT'[-/«5<ïïfiji»f9-/33<rs^,i'^ +̂Ç^jt7-5--<‘̂ )3
+• -A<i32,s t'sl
■V 'Z.B̂ Xi [ / & 5 '*’ ̂ »|i  ̂ *'~ ^ 3,‘j'̂i'i
-Ir C.̂ Xj n ̂ 4.̂J ~  ̂ l^»^a,l7T<3 “
-E,X, E3.X\0̂ 9j "̂6. - E^XxO^j
AVm =  TT i: ( L-/«.r5̂ ,i %  +  (q^. 4- A.zX?[-/6^q^,j %  +
A«,Xx t~/ôa^4̂ ^ ' , ' ^ a ' t - +• 'BiX^n 
4- 6 ’!.X^nCr,^;i<f<a 4- ZC^xT [ Oĵ .i Af&, 4-%^ » C'̂ ,7 4-r?-'̂ ,ô̂ ]+-2C,xfo„Sj,<̂ .̂ĵ ,̂ 
4- <Ĵ z,i (*f,7 + rvVte3 4- a Cg t (3, (33 3 4- <^3,3 l"^7 +  f7V^ô)>D,X,n 0^ 3̂ 49
-D2.Xtn(iq.7,\:fÿ9- p3X,nQie.,i‘f»9'‘̂ l^\^<^4,1
4-F", X, (S|CŜ ^̂ '7̂ 23 4- F̂ X.\|5,,Q %̂ 3"̂ %3 -4 F2,X,^&(^/^37^ZS +E),X^
4- G,2.X% A ' ^ s p ^ z  4- G»»,X,rS|*T;i4.
= nrC 4- q%»,i +■ L-/sz<i^/4'fa 4 (.-fi.
èC-2.
4-Aaxf L-/Si^7,i'%4- Cî̂ ĝ j l7ÿt-^%^]4- e>jXtnq^^3‘37̂ 4̂- Baxfn 7̂ ,2 
4-e.5xfn<3^4^i^,a 4- 2.C,xT L̂ i(Sa.̂ .̂,ĵ ai4-(r;z,i(.7f,7+r?7f<6)]4-3.c*xTC<3*a;;,i'fzji 
+ ^ 6, ) 4-nV/0^34--Z.C3X?;C<®»/«a<î'ie.,i'?̂ i 4 ̂ 4̂ 5 {.^n + r̂ '̂ ià'Ü - e?iX,n 'Î 7,j-̂ ,s
-Oa.X,n'3^ç-j'^i<ÿ- D«,x»n EiX ,n^7,3'^7ô“ ^^X|ng3e,3‘̂ zô -E 5 X ,n^ ,j'^ -to  
4- F, X, A z ^ t , /a '^ 3  4- Fi.K,#zq%,̂ 3 '7%3 4- p%x, Pz.0^s,3 “̂ t s  4  <=»iX»(Sa ĵ;̂ 3̂ 7 ^
(Continued)
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^M=u TrC [ - ^ - 2 . 5 ^ 1  T~ĵ »̂ r,J‘7a+-̂ -3,i C-̂ 4
'*' + ̂ , i ‘̂î.j'̂ a ■ ' " 4*̂/2
+ Bsxtntî̂ î i'if,i + ■̂ C,xMlr«i/86̂ 7,'j'fw + l-̂ n + .-̂z.)
+ ̂ ,j ( ' ^ n  ï̂ /ô3 +• "z-c-ixt L 3̂̂ 5,1 +%,i("^17+ <̂aXl '9
•"Dz.x̂ nCô̂ '̂'̂ ,̂  — D%X,n ^zX^n *l39|i*̂2<r‘̂2>̂ '*̂ 4̂,5”̂zû
4-FiX,/55Q̂ ,̂  -ÿz3 4- + F3 X » <T4z,j* ^ 2 3 11̂-»(SaQ̂ Ĵ ĵ'̂ zz
+ <9%X.% Â (̂ s,j fzz +
d^M- ̂  Z2 - BzX..0:̂ ,̂̂ -̂,3 - B % X \ ( r ^ j & n d ^  ,9
<3D,
-  C - 2 . X » n  0 \ n , ' i ' ^ i 9  -  C - a X ^ n  -V- "Z-t? » L ^ , j ' f s 7  +" ^ 4 , 4
— ■*' 2/Sr,fa.̂ b.̂  "?4B + ̂ ^Z.%
+ e - 2 . L ( ô ,  /S2.̂t.,j*̂52. + '*' n^^) — •̂•52 (/*2̂ , 4+ 3 + j"%z
+ (̂ 3,4 l'̂sz + oVtfz'i --̂ 52 (/̂ 3%,j +fSl^l,pl ■'" f=\n [ A(TL,4'i4sr-AQ:̂ ,l'̂ 45
+ BjO L " j  !l"?4A '^,j ̂ ^3®— '̂̂ o'ïll t(<Sît.̂ ĵ ,55, -
— /S,<T^2,4<Ji®,j (̂ 39-»<̂ lÿÿ6)l + <̂ "zn C f«|Q49,̂ "̂ 43 — /̂ ẑ e,j "^46,^^,4^^ 
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"^6 + ̂ <o,j
8 E%
-c^Xxn ffis'i'̂ fzû +
-V D t C 5 ( " : 7 s f ^ n ^ ' )
+ -V (-752-f-r ? - c f 5 2 i U  4-2E,[q;j'^^
'*"l̂ ^* ,̂i '̂ '54. +  % ,j IT«4-+ ■'■ A®l'3̂ 5,i'̂ ST̂  + j"̂ f4.
+ 1*̂ 54- +-n‘-f ■5’ç') ^-(j®^^,i-V- ■*■ ^3 'fs-4.
4-‘2.0^ji C'îf64 + + ^ 1̂ 1,i) '̂ ■stTI +
+ " /®2-̂ %s,i*̂ 41 + "•^^>')3
+ f%rvL/3,?%û,i-f43 ~/S3'Ï^ ,j-Ÿ4, + (TZc,̂  (•̂ 3-9''^'=^û'53'̂  G,|n[(3.?46.̂ "^44 
-/«I^,j"747 *'■ "̂74t--̂ ^̂ )] + <âzn t.+-/i,̂ e,iT44-" "̂ +7 ■'■ ̂9,j l"%z
4- Ga’z n \1+A'3^|i'744 ''/^ 3^ t,i "Ÿ47 +" ^̂ 0̂ , 4  ('̂ -<a~-̂ ?Î47^1^
A4*= nr Z  ,4.- R)uX.»â-3,-̂ 7ŸKV - G3X.,q%9̂ '̂:ŸW-C|<\r,G%n,j'%6
ÔE-2.
- C z X , n - c%X,n(i%9,j7zo + OX(^if-i.<î'ib,'^'^vz.-^
""%Z( 4 ̂ A*̂ lz6, jl!] "7%Z. + ̂ Û,J
+ Ost./iâ Ŝ a.i'̂ Z.*̂  ̂ 4,1 ̂ "̂ 52 -f ̂■fisa.') — "752 ( i 4 T] +
4 >  *Z-/3> ^ t P T u . i - ^ i R l  +  ^ ^ ^ , 4  î ' 7 « 4  4 - n ' " ^ 9 s ' )  +■ ^ 7  (  7  / 0 . ( T ^ ,
4-2.E.zt(S,i"%6 ^̂ '̂ '̂̂ 1,4%Ï.
4-Z,«2̂ ,(î7g-•̂ 4̂. + -z.<I:̂ ^̂C-7î64 + »7̂'»7ss) ■‘•■^v(/!53<3̂  ̂jf/8̂ <Ii2̂ jTl4-F,nL/3zâ ĵ'745j
“/̂ Î î%<5,'»''̂ / + (-^39- ^ ^ /) 3  -V Fz. M 11 j7^4S-/̂ z<^  ̂ l"739
(Continued)
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+ ^3 rv L ^2-^1 ,i "̂ 43 -  /3sOsi.iT /̂ ■*■ )D +
"-^■^7^1 + Gq%n L  '̂■44- — /«3̂ -7/j ̂4-7 + 0%%/) (^Z
oE<5
- C-z.Xjn<134,'»'’? - C.3 >‘-\'n j'̂-z<£> + C>( Ï. j-̂ sz, + *̂ 3, j
■" Ysz ( ■'■ (8s(r^J )3 +- D-2.1l /Sz.^3 -+" Oz4, i t'T'ŜZ'*' "
• ^ ^ z 3 z Z , j ^ T  4 -  D -2, L  ^ 3  ' ^ • 5 , ' j ' ^ S Z  +  ^ t , i  C ? ? '-5 8  + •  <7 " ^ 5 3 )  ■ * - E |t .2 . ( r j , ^ j ' ^ ç ^
+ Zf,A5'̂ '7,'M54. -*- ̂ ^3.1 ("f?4 + ^  (/=S(Ï̂ , i ̂ , j 10
+ 1-ŸS4 +- -%7( , ĵ Az"̂ Z,j'O +
+-/2>3 ̂ 5,i "ŸS+ + ^ l,i  l - ^  + r^5s:> +- A% ̂ 3,j'=fs7l + F,rî[/33Ç^;j-f43
(" ^ -'^ '^ r)] +  ^ z . n  L ,<33 ̂  I,i (^s,i l'^ 9
-'̂ ■=f4/)l + F^n[
“ / ^ l ^ t ^ '^ 7  +■ %4)i C.'ÿ4Z.--4<2-Ÿ47)l '*'^Z.»^C/*3'î^i,jf44-/®2-^7,i'^47 + ̂ 4(5,U^^ 
-V<Z-^X3 + ( 3̂" t (3zO;iô,i -̂ 44 “747 -*" ('=^“'<‘̂'̂ 7)11̂
^ =  ' Ï Ï S  {  C,.X, |8 t(T4 *,i +  C 3  X, ̂  s  q;4 ,ï"̂ z3  + D, n  (Q,̂
on
“•/^l^Z^'^40 + 3^6+91»,l(r%&
" ^ # > 3  + Dan [-/SaQ^,j"%? - +  ̂ ,i
Qse,) (^39-^%,;] -+ t/Si.cq4,i-̂ 43-78,0:̂5,i-̂4, +• <ii»,i C#<,
-^■^4/)] + E3nC.,<5»Q^^j‘̂ 43-73(3%t,0^4l * ^ , 0  (.-^39"-^^/)] +•
^7, i < fz4 + nVzÇ,+^V*7 --^-#8) + *2-,«)0̂ Ŝ' < -Z-^^ZT-^zs)
(Continued)
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+ 1 ( +  ■ẑ i&ifi<!.<iĝ ,\'>ftnl 4- j ("Ÿz4+n^y
+ ^ ^ 7  - ' ^ T T z B ^  +  (  / » '  0 :73,  i  +  j  ^  -  ? f z 8  )  4 -  % / a  ( / g s O & ü ,  5
+  l"Ÿzÿ 4- + '« ^ ^ 3)  •*• fS,(ri-sj t~'=fa“ T32’'’̂ % ^ >
+  / s f  4 -  < b z  L  ^ o / j  - ■ ^ ' ^ S Z + ^ ^ 9 l ^ * / ^ i % A , A ~ ^ 3 Z
+ ^ ^ s ' )  4 -  ( - " % ,  +  / « , y S z  % 5 , ; ;  - % 3 ]  + ^ 3 L < P j j , j
4- /3|0̂ s,j {-'̂ 3̂ -*--̂ ‘!f’S3'> + /*aO?«»,J (--̂ 5/
^ =  ' T T S  £  C . , K ,  ^ | 0 ^ 3  ^ " » r % s  4 -  ^ 3  K » p T b < 5 ^ j i * ^ z 3  4 -  D v n l r / 3 » ^ ^ i ' ^ 4 5dix
- / Ô Z . ' I ^ j ' j ' ^ ^ - V -  C s 9 , j  4 - D E . n C - / 3 z ^ T / i ' ^ 4 6 ' / ^ ^ 3 , ' 5 ' ^ 4 ô 4 - ^ t , i C l f 3 6
-+- 0 s n L - ^ * 3 ^ i , i ^ 5 - / ^ 2 . a i 7 , j ' Ÿ 4 û 4 - ^ * b i j ^ ' ^ 5 S ' ^ ^ ) l 4 ^ « n ü / 3 , a ; , ^ j * f ^ 3
~/*^®55,i'̂ 4( 4-^ , j  C'739"-"'̂ ^3 +'^»nL/!*ï<Î47,i'^4.3~/^'^3,i'C4|4’ ^ | î  (^3» 
- ^ ^ / ■ ) ]  4 -  ^ 3 n \ 1 ^ 3 ^ i , i ' ^ 4 - s - , « z 5 J : ^ 7 , i ' Ÿ ^ i 4 -  a ^ ç ^ j  ^ ' ^ î 9 - - ^ ^ 4 / ) D  4 -
4- ̂ <^0,1 (-̂ 24̂  f  Ï7zô) + ( /»i<PÏ4,i + /ô̂ ’̂ ^ . , i ' ) C -  ■fïe'>
4- . ^ 7 ]  + ZFiL Lai,i"Ÿz6  4 % ,j (fZ4. 4-n^g. 4./(Aÿ^7 - ^ 1 ^ )
4 -  / « z C r ^  { ■ZUC'^ZT  -  4 -  O g a ^ j l ÿ z ? ]  4 -  F | j  t .  Z . Q ^ , )  " Ÿ z ^ .  4 - ' ^ . 0 ^ 7 , 3  ( • ^ Î S f + 'V Ÿ z Ç
4 -  (  J  +   ̂ ” T « s ^  4 -  ? f z v 3
4-ei,L*3̂ c,,'j (-^9 4 n - ^ z a - u z . ' ^ y i 4-^^3s) 4 jôi^4,j i.—% t+ '* ^ '% Ù
4 -  ( ô a  • ( - - ^ 4 ^ - ^ )  4  4 -  G | 7 . \ 1 < i ^ ^ 3
— > < Z . '^ 3 2  4 -  -J ( - - ^ g ,  " ^ 3 2  +  " Z y A . ^ 3 ^  4 -  / 3 z
4- (â% C ^ a , j  ( ^ 9  4- 4 ^22^ 5 3 ) +  /^^(TŸa, j (-^zT tf^ fb s)
(Continued)
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+ / ^ 3 (-* Ÿ 3 / + /Sz/35 ̂ 7^3 T32-1}
E  ̂  c.î i/»î ,i'̂ 2î,+- c%x.(8z.(q̂ ,̂ 'iz3 -V-
oFs
'- /% ^ ,i'^ |4  Qlo.i ('^39-^T^/)1 +^z.n[,az.G^|,3'^g-/S3qs7,j"?4l4Q23,^l'f39 
+ E3 n l  ^5 <Ĵ e.,i "%s -/^ s^ .i'f- ii + ^ , i  ( ^ 3 9 3  + F.Cgo^^j-^ 
- ' ■ • ^ ^ , , > ( ' ^ 2 4  '*■ tT''2^z%-+-J^'fz7-^^z0) +  C i - | S ) ) ( )
4“ '2,/9|^s 4- F-J.̂  4" \y(z.4 + 'Yz'?
4- ( /^Z^-jBt J 4r (3s% ojX '^ '^ 7 '  "?%) 4- 'Z-fit.fSj, 9ĝ  4" Z {%C <Ti, j
4-^9,i + n > fz ç  + - ^ ^ ^ 7 )  4- /SsÔ î j (Z/(^7^7 4-,d̂ <5),S'^o]
4 -  G , i  [ o : ; , ^ ' ,  ( * ^ 2 9  4 -  r ^ ^ 3 û - ^ ' f a i ~ ^ ' ^ 3 z  + / g , i - ' ^ i  + > ^ ' ^ 3 3 >
4- ̂ 3  O79^ ( -  + ^ 7 ^ 3 3 ^ %&=, j 7^ 333  4  G;zC (I7Z, j  ('^29 +  7̂ 4 ^ /
'TjU.'^SZ ’t-.A^'f33~) 4- (®52^0|!) (—̂ 3/ 4-^^33 ) 4- /âs<S^^^ (-"%Z 
+/&2.̂ 3(Ig7;j?ÿ ]̂ 4r G,3 L (Tfẑ  + n '̂ïf3û'v î'̂ 3/-- '̂ŸW 4--^ '̂^3>
4-/33<î jp (-7f3/ — »73Z + 4- /Si
AYw: 'TV E  ^  C,K, ^,0^(6 \"^2Z.4 C.2.X,(S2.<n>-a/4 '^Z 2  4-C-iXjP3,Qi4ji'^^2_4-0,nL/3^>^(„j‘̂ î  
d€i>
-A^zi)"^46 4 ^e,\('^59“-̂ T<#aE 4- OznL«=3^9,'i"^4%'-^i^,j'^4-
- ^ ■ y f ^ ) ]  4- Din[ r«s3̂ û,1*̂ 43“ 4-cr<;̂,i
~ /*l^7,)'̂47 4- ̂ *5&,i (-̂ 42 4- Ez nC "̂ 44- / » « 3"̂ 74-0%,, ) (-̂4%
4- E-inU fS3<Vsô,i'>?44""/̂ l̂ ti J‘Ÿ4-7 4- 0Z4,j ('̂ »9
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C- ■’fay  - ' ^ 3 2  '*’ + / ^ r j
+ F̂ L'3̂ o,i (-ŸZ4 H-rvY5o--̂ T3<~'̂ T32-f̂ -̂f'35)-f-/S,0:j<,ij f-?T3/
+ /Ŝ07i3,j ( " T 3 2 j'usai + FsC <rï,,j ("Yẑ
•+• /^ l  < * n s ,  j  ( -  ^ F S r/ + ^ % 3  )  P'S>̂ *i,i (  - " y  3 2  + > ^ " ^ 3 3  ̂  +  A  ^)g6,6
-f "%.(=*» ^ OÏ.7,i ̂ *̂ 34 *♦■ ■̂ *̂??'‘5â '*'/*»̂3,'i (-T37'^^?P%»)
+'/0?’02̂  ̂j ■̂ Çôl +  (=%zC j T %  +  ̂  ̂ 0,3 ( "̂ 34 + =f3̂  —- ^ ' ^ ' * ' ^ ’̂ SB )
■*" f/fi|'̂ 4,i + /*Z.Q76,j)(-"̂ 7+ 4- Z./3,/Bt̂ g,j %8ll "''
4- f "Ŷ34 +71^35 4-xf6 "̂ %ĝ  *+■ f 4-/®3^4|
fir Z  3-̂ 22+ Czx,fzg;.,j'̂ ẑ4-C3%.,g3(q̂ ,i"̂ +
oG%
+ ̂ ,3<̂ '=f39 -^^6.)! +  Dzn [ ,S2Ĉ ^̂ J'Ÿ43 3(̂ 39
^ % 6 ) ]  -V t>^n L/^^« i3^3 -/6&%7,3"^46 +- '̂t«,3 (-̂ 39 ^ ^
“/S2.<I%5,i‘̂4.7 4- -:4(.':y47)] ’'" r*2.̂ T,3'̂ 44--<«r.̂ ,3'̂ ii7 ’'' %2,3("74z
^ 3 * ^  L ^ ^ I , j ? ? « « - ‘" /^ « ‘̂ '7 , i ? r 4 7  +  4" FiC<Kto^i C^fej
4-rf-^^->44.^, -^:ÿ32 "*" A® 1^4-, 5 ( - - % 2  fx^fss) 4 ^ ^ )
4 -A /& Z  % 5 ,3 " Ÿ 3 3 l  +-4^*-f5à '>
+  |®2 < ^ 7 ,i  ( - 173 / -  ^ 3 2 +  ^̂ '̂ ■Si, ) 4 -  G ë3,3"^% % l ( '^ 2 9  f ? o
rx4i^g - * ~ .^ - ^ 3 3 ^  +■ f r i^a,i (—“Ÿ?/ •*• f&3%o,i C"T*2
4-/3t/53 0fe7ji "̂ 33! ^  I t ̂  ̂ ,i '̂3(4. + '̂'̂7û,j C"?34. "+ f7̂
+  (  , 3 , ^ 4 ^  4 - (S2^7<-,3'> ( - ^ 3 7  4  j 8 t Q k . 5 . , 3 ' ? ^  +  2 €,^.C .fl^. ^ 34,
4- ( - ^ 3 4  4- r^'^fss "-<^■^57 +><3f'5B') 4/S* 0 7̂ , 4  (“ - f  37 + Z ^ ^ s s )
(Continued)
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/il "̂ sal + ■2.0̂ ï,)('̂ 34+n^^3S--^'^37‘*-̂ 'Ÿsa)
+ ( + ̂ 3Qfiû,iH”'̂ 37’+-■^^^/3î>^7/)'^sa3}
A ^ =  'îî z; [c,Kv/9iO;̂ .̂'̂ zi+ CtX»,5iz.(Qŝ j'̂ z4- C3K,(330; ^ , +  D , n [ f 9̂ ,
Ô 'S
+• O 3n [ /S5q;e,_̂ -^3 - /&%(is4, j ( " : % 9 -^-#60+ 3%*. 
■'■ t/®=>̂ S|i'̂ 44.'"/33'3V4,)'̂ 47 + ( ?f4r 4- F,COîi,j ("Vz")
-+-»T*'-̂3ô'"^'T3/ 4- +" /*3<ï̂ j j (-̂ 31
l— j ("Ÿ3/ + (0Z/&3 <5% j
+ ̂^1^33 0ô4̂j3 + ̂  (*̂ 34. 4-n̂ -̂ 3ç--̂ -:f'37 4--iÂ 7f5B)
+ C/ô»cr:iç,j4- ̂ «,cĵ jj)(— Ÿ37 4--ẑ -f'̂ ') ^ -'- ̂zC:z(E,j TŸ%
+ ( "Ÿ34 /^fss ) + I f ^ ^ e > , i + ̂ sCTgo, J )6-^37+^"^)
+ /®*-/ô5 O&îp '̂ sèl -*" "̂ 36 + Q%6,̂  C'?s4- + n^3? -^T37 ' ^ - ^ '^ s e )
+ 1*3 <3i\ l- ̂ 37 + Z.jtA ̂ S 0  ) + /3# "?5al^
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In order to obtain nondlmensional elements in the stiffness 
matrix, the following nondlmensional coefficients are introduceds
7, = 2(t/x,̂ , )(e;/e|,)
= 2(t/x,̂ , )(G*xo/Ek)
%  =  2 ( t / x , , ,  ) [ v « + V ô ( e ; / e ' o ]
74- = 2(t/x,,|)
7s = 2(t/x,,, )(4g‘î/Ëx)
= (h/x,,, )(K*Gat/Ëx)
7r = 2(t/x,,| )(K‘xG‘*K/fi)
%  = (h/x,|, )(ExG%%/E%)
%  = 2(h/x,̂ , (t/x,,, )(Eg/Ex)
7io = 2(h/x,,, f (t/x,_, )(Gxe/Ex)
Til = 2(h/x,,, r  )
7iZ = 2(h/x|,, r  ( t/x\̂ | ) /4(Ei/Ex3
7% = 2(h/x,̂ | )(t/x,,, )(Ee/Ex) [_-2(h/'x,,, )+(a/x,,i )]
■ 7,4 - 2(h/x,,, )(t/x,,, )(Gie,'E|f) ][ -2(h/x,̂ , )+(a/x,,, )]
7(5- = 2(h/x,̂ , ){t/x,,i ) [(t/x,_, )Vx -(h/x,,| )/4(E /E )]
7-4. = 2(h/x,,i )(t/x,̂ , )[̂ (̂t/xi,, )(Ei/Ex)--(h/x,,, )/&!(]
7,7 - 2(h/xy }(t/x,,, ) [ -2(h/x,,, )+(a/x,,, )]
7/e = 2(t/x,,, )(B^/Ex) [ (h/x,,,/+ ̂ (t/x,,, f  -(h/x,,, )(a/x,,, )]
7i9 = 2(t/x,,| )(Gxg/'Ëx) [i (t/x,,, f + 2(h/x,,, f -2(h/x,,, )(a/x,,, )]
= 2(t/x,,, )[X+ '̂ a(Eg/Ex)] [ (h/x,,, l(t/x,,, f
-(h/x,,, )(a/x,,, )]
%  = 4(h/x,„ f  (t/x,,,) [(El/Ei) + (Giô/ËÎc)]
- 7zz. = 2(h/x,„ )(t/x,,, ) [ (a/x,,, )-.2(h/x,„ )] LCeL/eJ,) + (Gj%/:'%)]
Tz5 = 4(t/x,,, ) t (h/x,,, )% 1 (t/x,,, ̂ -(h/x,,, )(a/x,,, )] C(Eg/E!c)+(GÎtô/Ëx)
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=  2(t/xi,i ) ( G i © / Ê i )  L -  3 ( t / x , , ,  ) -(h/x,,, f  + ( h / x I,, )(a/x,,,)]
= 2( h/x,,, f  ( t/x,,, ) (KX. / K )
= 2(h/x,,, f(t/x,,,)(EL/EL)
T z .7  =  2 ( t / x , , ,  )[ (h/x,,, Ÿ +  h(t/x,,, ) - (h/x,,, )(a/x,,| ) ]
Using these coefficients, the following elements of the stiff­
ness matrix, ^ can be deduced from the twenty one equations, pp. 52-62.
a.,,, = Z { & L sinoĉ  4- 4- 2/S,0̂3,i C-^3
+ sinoi' 4-
^ \{ L  ~ ^ {. ̂ ^,4 ̂  +-*<̂ 4.) -sin + (/3,0n4,i+
4- -bin <Â 4-
a.,,-», = Z { i L( -y,-.zzY3  linos' 4 csc.c4)3 4 I
4 4-
0-1,4 " n S t  /s,«rs^,'jT3 + L-z.(:y,4
6.,e = n Z ( - -̂ 3 + QXi.i t-2- 1*̂1 +"%)
a , ,6 = AQVfc,i^3 + L ^(?r< + '^z ')-^ ':r3a]
Û.,,-, = S  '*' Cû-Se4̂
0.,,S = Z  -V CÎ,i CO3 0(.̂
6..9 = 2 L-/S.0^,i'^3 +
0.̂,/û = » » ' “ ̂"<<3/ ■“ ®
&Z,% = 2  {"3̂ QZg.,j •s'lnosj 4 1 4 (.-•̂ 3
4 ^"^4) %!n cAj 4 *3̂3,3"%
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^ Z . , 3  =  2  t - f s , ' n « K j  4 -  n ‘' Y 3 < = - ^ ' ^ j 3  +  l / * t - ^ e ^ ' » + ( « 3 ^ p ( r ^ 3  
+  ■ 2 : ^ ' S ^ )  " ï s t n  4 -  j  ^  5 i n  o 4 ^  ^
^ z ,+  = c  n  { -  4̂  i  ̂ "Z- + '7 % )-^T » 3 ^
«-t.ç ̂  s  M q%z, 3 L ̂ f-%) -^T?]]
0-2,4. "= 2  h  \ '^3 ̂  L % ("?, f
0-2,1 = 2  -̂'/«2.‘̂s;j‘̂ 3 + (Ts4,j ("^-^Ts)] cosotj 
O'Z», ~ 2  [.-/*î.̂ 53,i'̂ 3 <î«.,̂  Coûotj
G.z,e ^ ^  ^  'îÏÆ.j c.cs)Ĉ
O'Z.lû — • • # = 0,2,-2J = O
a . 3,3 =  2  {  ^  % i n o k j  4 -  r ? " i y ^ c s c o 4 ^ 1  4 -  ( - ^ 3
4- - Z .J t .y ^ ^  ̂ indj + "2.̂  ̂<Jâ/) j " ^ 4 s/o <sA.j J
0-3,4  ̂ 2 {- ■Z-I«î ,i72.- + ̂ ,i +
û.,ç = M z, {- z/s-jr̂ &,\ "9/2 - /«3 t (n»,i
Û 3 , t  =  « ^  2  £  -  - ^ 2  -  j  - ^ 3  +  j  t  ■2- C ^ /  +  ^  * 7 3 3 }
0 - 3 ^  =  2  t -  ^ i ^ , 4 ' 7 ‘5  +  ( - : 7 , ^ T 3 ) 3
3̂,fc = 2  L- 4-
0 .3,4  =  2  [ -  ' Ï /.3 4 -  ( 1 ,  -  X Z - T T ^ l ) ]  C C & 0 ( ^ '
0-3,lb= ' ' ' = 0-3,21 = ^
û.4,4 " s  £ "Z-i /sToTi.,̂  - ■2./S,Çris,̂ 'b-7̂ 2 ■S«Vjc<̂  4- [. CSC.o4^ 4- l'»??
4- - f lù ) c-5,c-o<»' C-Cus",/.- 4-
& # , s  = 2 , 2  £ ^ ( * i / ® z C r j ^ , , ^ — y t f 2 * 3 ^ , 4  —  4 -  < r ^ t , 4  C r ^ %
4 -  (. 4 -  c & e o t ^  c o : : ^  4 -  ' ^ 2. l \
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‘*'4 ,t. = Z> S -  A ^ i,i ) '^ï.î>In ,a; + T̂ j.3,i l  rf ̂ ,c.%c.oî '
+ ( "Ys '̂4.')
^4H = 2.n s  u ("?, + '7s + '^^') cot-cAj]
‘̂4,0 = Z.h 2  [ (T̂ ,j l"̂ , +
&4A = SCcrî îC'̂ j+'̂ -̂k-'Sffc'̂ c.o+oi.p
4̂,10 = - s  ( CRA,) C.Ü6 ")
(̂ 4 , 1 1  = ~ 2  i. ^ 7 ,i *’ft C4̂  '>
0-4,lï.̂ - S  Ccibot̂  )
a-4,i% = -^  s  c -?s Co-E>c4p
^4,14= -Z  2
&4 ,,^= -Z  2  Ca\a,i'Y'5«>î>®Si ^
0.4,16." ^  0 .4 ,z, = Û
«'6,15 = Z 2 { C /si cî .̂ - [ "S»
+ (")ys+'?y/.)c.'àc.c<̂  ccA^ + "Yid}
0 ^,4 . = Z 2  {  ( /3̂ /63dT6̂ j -/̂ a'Taô i )??  ̂si'noi.̂ '+ i t  rV̂-̂ , c-bcc*.̂
+ ( '̂-s
&SJ = Zr. 2  Lcî -ï.,'̂  C'»7,+'»?-5-'-*»74)<̂ '̂ =«̂ P 
Û-5,fc =■ 2 S  C.^,i l")̂, +<ys +'̂ 4'i coirok̂ ]
Û ,̂,J ^ Z M  Z  C  (TL4,Ï M l  +  +-?76) C o 4  ]
Os,k,= - ^  ( 0̂ 1,4 -% )
- 2 1  (Rs.j '>74. ccfeocj )
0.,,,z= - Y: I G^j '>?<. )
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^5,J3 = - Z  2  (. COSo<vp
<2̂ 14. = ~2 2 ( '7‘b )
&5,&6 = -2 2^ ̂ 4/4 "Y? COÎ>
—-Ŝ tWo —I «-»
&6,6 " 2, 2  ̂  L /S% 01̂ ,4 - '̂ /*3̂ 3,Î̂  ̂Z. sin QkJ + ^■z.x/x Lrv̂ ,C«îÆ.
+ ('7̂  + 'Ẑ i.)C5,eo<̂ C£)'S?’tsĈ  +
= 2.n 2 +
û-6,s = 2.r\ Z [(RA,4 (-T/ +'’7? +'37̂.)c.'=̂'>̂4l 
û.̂,9 = %n 2  [(Ri,4 l "̂, 4"??̂
<2&.»o= -%L ( ̂ s/4 -)gL COï^cCp 
&6,ll = - %  ̂ ^,'J -)y(.C6%0<.p 
Û6,li - " 2  L0̂ 6,,4 "% )
- - 2 2  c 0%,4 -̂ ĉosô j )
^6,H~ ~ 2  Ya ̂ ^’y»,4*̂'S C05 cS.j 1)
-2 2  10^6,4-^sc^ot^)
^<otlla~ • ,  • '~ ^ 6 ,Z/ “ ^
&1J = 2 s <«’^3»i(T7 + '=76) c-Y, csftot.' co-s?cA' + r?'(.'̂ 5
Û.7.& = 2 %  [ /a,|Si <I7t.,i 1-7t+'??s') TWnolj +• CJi-2,j c-sbCo<.j ce-^y +
0-7,4 = 2,2^ C^T + '̂ ô̂ sioô j 4- 1-3̂, csc^; cc% otj -V n"l"3ŷ
4- CSCo(^]];
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= -«r. S 
0 ",,„ = -Zr» a  1 ^ 1 , i
= - % n
-Zn S  ( 034.) -?%)
G-7,K= -"Z-h -75)
û*7,i*s~ 3  l(T%s,^<?9)
A-f it. ~ ”2.2 t '̂ ô j )
7̂,17 “ ”2.2 C /̂ l̂ -a,,i'̂ s ^
û-i.ie,” '2. S  C *^6 "5În )
= 2<S ̂ /S'(Qo,%l'7 "k'nctj )
^ , Z û ~  2.D
0-7,%, = S 2 ( ^‘n^Ap
^ 8 , 8  ~ ^ ^  t  /*» -+ Ẑû.'i t  7 i c.sc.aj Co^=4{ -+- ‘T’Cfs
+ '̂6*5 €-*£>‘̂«><.̂ 1̂
<̂ e>f) = 2  2 {  /*»./S3^s,i<.Tr-^78^5'»n^  ̂ -»- co=>‘̂ ; -»- rfc-ys
4- c-sc.
^ 8 . 1 0  '
Û̂â,.i =






Æ-0,,7 = -z. S  l /Sz.<T4v,3 -^B )
ÛtS||ô = ^"S ( 3vr*«Cp
= 2. S  Q /8z ^7  =>in
^ f l , î O  =  ^  S  C /3 z  5 ^ v , a  '» ? 7  )
,̂•<11 ^ "2- s  (
A^g = z  2 {  A l ' V 7 + %ino4̂  4- C'>fiC<£,co«v̂  coxio^  ̂ -»-n
= - “Z-n 2  
â ,%, =" - 2 .n 2  




= £ 2  ( /»3 ̂ 4Ç,iT& )
û - 9 , » a  =  z -  s  c  T & = ' " ' * P
= 2 s  ( f i ^ < r ^ ■ ^ y ^ 5100̂ 3 )
&9,76= ^  2C/̂ 't.<n̂ ,î 7Î»«O0Cj)
= z 2 (  f? t>IO ^
g.,a.,A" ■Z-S l e  <r:,,i7̂  + (


















4- n '-^ i- i csc.oC^1)]
- n U L- (^21 
: M V  [ - ^ r 52.o;7, i')y,6- i»*^53ô'^i2.+ 01.2,1
= n  l L - ‘̂ /* 2 ‘r ,S \ ; i '^ ie  -  / ^ » 0 l5 7 , j " ^ 2  +
= n 21L - *̂2.q%g/i"Yw. - /̂ >o»,'j'*7^% +
- n  2  t -  /* 2  0 ^ 7 , l '» ^ l4 -  /^ ^ o - s 3 , , j^ i - 5  +
- n S^L- *2̂14.- + VÂA,j
= z 2 { L - V  ( ( i \ qr«,-,- ^ ‘.î "7̂ ?
4- "^ ,û  'E>**7olj 4- rv=?^2 t.
= 2  L C-fS.fSzO;-,,) 4- /45<rb;i -V f3,CT:j,,;P'>?,4 Oin ^  j -  <y-a,\ 1-̂ 14. *1*̂
+ ri^is c."5»c_o(̂ Ü
“• 2  4- (32̂ 3̂6,i 4 /3*-‘S\2.,î)’*fl4-^inofj“"̂ ï̂ 24,Ĵ ‘̂ /4
4- 1]
= S [ C-/S5crr^.i ^ 3 .i^ "̂ 14 -  ^11  1 ( ' ^ ' 4 4-0-Y/3 ^^= 4 )3
: n SÜ-'Z.^ïirçûji’f/A- /S)^U,i'>?l2. 4- OL ,̂', -^ ^ IZ " )!
-  n  2 C - ^ / ^ 5 ( r ^ , y j '? ^ / t o ~ / S z . ‘J s 7 , i * ^ l 2 .  4r 0;Lçr,') C -^21
- n z  [ -
= n 2t-c®3CT^;j'Yi4“ /̂'Oafc.,i*T‘« 4-
- M  2 L -  C**'4*S7,S4f|i5 -4- 01ws,l l'»?2Z--66"^9) 3
- n  S  C -  If̂ ’b ‘3’4 6 , j ' ^ l 4 - ^ 5 4 ,54^15  4- ‘T L t.i ( ^ 2 2  - 'M . - y p s ') ]  
= “Z 2  C C ‘r ; , i 7 ^ - / 5 ? T î V i '7 2 4 . 4 -  -Z .c9 ,q -^ ,y ^ '7 2 4 l% ‘'^ 0 ^  +  o r^ ,^  t -9 7 3 4 .3 « '7 ^ ]
(Continued)
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Û'13,\4- = 2, S  L t 07e.,i'»?s -  +  /^i<r^,i'?z-^ ') s>o
+- ®zz,'i ( - '^ z 4  '&iT5<J + n^vfiô c.^^o<.j)l 
^IS,IS '  2 S C  c <r;’l,'j '^ç  ~/S«/3s (T,-T,i'^Z4 +  ■S><'̂ otj
+• (-”̂ 4  5/V? otj t rî'>7»«, c-s«Lotjÿ]
s  t -  -?,4- +  rs% "^,6 +  TiU.i
®-|3,l7 ~ 2  t  ” /St *349,j'^/4- ■'■ ■*■ ^ 9 , j  (T T z z+ '-^ T /^ )]
^ \ ^ ^ ^ ~  ^ ̂  t.-/Si<̂ /j*̂ i4. +• ■*■ i ( "»7zz ^6^]
^ 13,19 ~ ^  ^  ^ ■'• 0%6 ,  ̂l  ?Tz^ '^^zo) ]
®-l3,Zô“ ^  2  Cz. /S, (^49,j /3-i. ÎW ,j *^Z6 + ^ 9 ,  ̂l^Z3 "^ zo )]
(^13,Z» " n I z / 5 , (n56,')'Yz^"' /^T>®^,’j ‘̂ Z o l ' T g z ^ - ' ^ ^ Z o ) ]
®-»4,l4~ r^ & ^ ,j '7 z 4  + ^ z ( T ^ , )  "sîm «kj ■+
+  <=-^o<p3
^W,lÇ,~ ^  ^  t-C '^^Z.(Ï3Z,i"7'Z4) 51% ol^
+  Oz4,j 5i'oo<j -V-rT"'»7/a c--s><-^p3
^V4,IU~ s t . -  /®Z '714.''" •*’ «Jtijj (Ty^zZ+^Tg^^X)
^ t4 ,n  = n 2 -1 ~ /Îz'l4.7,i'»7l4. + (%z(T^,)7^,6
&K.I& " "  2 t - / S z  ( • ^ z +'-^^-'4>3 .'
^»4,19 -  ^  ^  t 'ï '/îS z  - /3 , q ^ /^ -^ z A  -V ^ 1,1 ^''^z? - v ^ ^ z o ï l
^Wt,Zb* St'2./5z.<r^|^ '>Zz4 “  /9%.(T%9,j"3̂ Z6 + j
^14,71 = f ' S  t  Z qfc3,i l^Z Ï "-4 4 1 7 2 0 ^
t  C<Ï9 ,77115“  T^l^ïrçyj7^z,4-»'^:p/»*Q33yrYz?^^^*^ jV <■-7*T54 *î»infl̂ j
(Continued)
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û.i5,n ■ 2  t  -/̂ 3 cr̂ »,i *>tM- + /4* 0̂ 7,i -V (TLs,\ L-?rzz 7?v<.i 3
^ 2  [ - / s s ^48, t- < ^ , 3 +  <rifc,j clyzz +x*«r?/Olî 
~ s  -/^s‘3s4., i'7.̂ 6 + I <?%% -x^^zo3]
1̂9,zo" ̂  2 L — /S*,<r%7̂ ĵ Zû GZs,)
û-rê îi" 2C. ■Z/Ŝ(T4g;j-7̂7̂- /6̂ (%4.,j'^zA+ <rU.»iC‘»?25->«^M0 
Ŵoilio" ^ 2  ■+■ -?y/z) 4- »̂no«.j
-+- C-yfQ -»̂/o cscotj^
6.6.,n= 2 {_t -2 -»-(/«, ô .̂j + -TT/z.)+"z-/*'/@z.Q85,\'̂n] s:n«̂
-V tcï̂ ô,j (^lo c.-&c.otp̂
4- "Z.Q:̂,̂'jL(.'»C9 9//?c<j •+ cscotj]^
CL,(.,,̂= si>7otj -»- r̂ %y,4 c-bcoî 3
+ r3,<ŷ3̂'j c— »f/s >̂//7oJŝ-v- ( ^ ' ^ n  «*0}
6.6.,Z6- 2  ̂ 0:76,') L t^^V/7) « '̂4- ] -*-/4
+^Y/7)smo<j 4/St?T?*,j(-<7/ç-#'“̂ ‘̂(7r)
&/6,Z/ = 2  { . Q ^ I j - i L C - T ? / ? - - -f f^/4^ Ĉ Co<j ] 4-/3,Q̂ ĝ l̂-7ÿÿ6 
’̂ jU‘*>̂t't) Sir)ck̂  4- ■+M-'̂ n) 's/'̂  o<j + /s,( 6 3 i ̂ <7 5/>7ô j ^
a , 7̂ ,7= %2 {^L0^/)'Y8 +  +  /Q% (Ï83^i'?u3"kino<.)
4- <3%e.J ̂ (.7̂ 4 + ^ V «  a,V? <s<3 + n^^/o csco«.̂ l}
d a , \e .~ 2 ^ L 71 ̂ »’i'V&^ — ?yfz) + t . ( i g r , "&tMo*̂
(Continued)
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+ L C-T9  ) s»nd.^ 4- n̂ -»7 (o c s c d j ] ^
,g = S{̂ Cr̂ o,-L<'»f/a--̂ /̂«---̂ Y/-4.+-̂ V/7')̂ 'n»Cj -*- y,* csc/x^l + (r"?),
+ ^ ^ , 7 ) sin *4] 4- sin  «kj + r&»(5 2.%s,\ sin  o4j j
^17,as ^  1 *^s/i +  ̂ V / t )  sin«/J +-n ^# 4 .«<^o4p
+  /S%Q4 ?, ) -% ^_+ z ^ - ^ y )  o in  pk] 4- (S s j '^ ,7  sm & tj]
= r  ?ino4j 4- if?yMC-5c.ok_j]+/@2^g^)^
>1
+ ^ ^ y y ) ain«kj 4- I - 7(^5 + ^ ^ / 7 ) s'» nok^ 4- j '^1 7  sinekj^
^»8 ,IS "  -? r,z ) 4 - /4  siockj
4- CJ^  ̂j L  (-7?'9 4 -^ Y //  - - ‘̂ •=^ '̂>•5177 Ot j 4- n ^ / D  ‘= - ^ '^ j l}
^»a,V<>“  ^ 1  ̂ I» i --^7(^/5 4- n^^W- <^Sciokj3
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Thus the right-hand portions of the twenty one equations pp. 52-62 can 
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3*7 Closure
Using the results from Sections 3.5 and 3.6, Equation (3-3) 
can be expressed as
or,
where
( 5 [ a] - x  H  
( [»] - X [b] ) {s] =o
% - X/ ̂  yo' / .
(3-30)
The values of X , the eigenvalues, which satisfy Equation (3-30), 






The coefficients of the stiffness and inertia matrices were 
programmed for computation on an electronic digital computer (CDC 66OO). 
The matrix was inverted and multiplied times the matrix to put 
Equation (3-5) into the usual form for solving for the eigenvalues. The 
equation thus obtained is
( [t] = 0 (4-1)
where
[t] = [b]'[a ]
[l^ = identity matrix
An eigenvalue routine (48) was then used to solve for the eigen­
values, "K , and eigenvectors, . Several checks were included in the 
eigenvalue routine to check on the quality of the matrix inversion pro­
cess and to check the accuracy of the eigenvalues. The sum of the ab­




MATERIAL AND GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES 
OF EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

















«,DEG. 5 20 5 ** ** **
1.022 2.284 1.022 ** JHt
L/R, 0.25 2.149 0.25 8.0 8.0 8 .0
h/R. 0 0 0.025 0.0150 0.0150 0.0150
t/R, 0.0125 0.00233 0.001 0.00065 0.00065 0.00065
e;/eî, 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 0.673 1.490
0.3500 0.3500 0.242* 0.242* 0.184 0.184
g u /ê; 0.2917 0.2877 0.242 0.242 0.184 0.184
KL 0.2917 0.2877 0.242 0.242 0.184 0.184
0.3 0.3 0.12 0.12 0.196 0.132
Mi 0.3 00.3 0.12 0.12 0.132 0.196
0 0 0.03877 0.03877 0.03877 0.03877
K* G#* /E% 0 0 0.003551 0.003551 0.00441 0.00297
K« /E|t 0 0 0.003551 0.003551 0.00441 0.00297
^Obtained from Reference 50.
*’*These quantities are determined by the number of segments 
approximating the paraboloidal shell.
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= 26.233
when the effect of transverse shear was included.
Azar (^), also, solved the same problem using a three-term 
Rayleigh-Ritz approach. However, his analysis, when applied to a homo­
geneous shell, does not include the transverse shear effect. He found 
the frequency parameter to be
f x  = 26.191
4.3 Unsvmmetric Vibrations of a Homogeneous Conical Shell
The 20° homogeneous conical shell. Data No. 2 in Table A-1, was 
next considered. This same shell was previously solved theoretically 
by Seide (̂ â) using a Rayleigh-Ritz stress-function procedure. Also, 
experimental data are given in the preceding reference. (The experi­
mental data were attributed to V. I. Weingarten by Seide.) These re­
sults are shown in Figure 4--1*
Cohen (2̂ ), also, considered the same conical shell but only 
calculated the frequency for a circumferential wave number of two (n=2). 
His result is also shown in Figure 4--1-
Seide's theory included only the normal component of the trans­
lational inertia. This could account for his frequency being much higher 
than experimental values at n=2.
The analysis of this investigation is shown in Figure A-1 for 
general trend reasons. It cannot be compared directly to Seide's theo­
retical curve and Weingarten's experimental values because of the use 
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12
Figure 4-1» Graph showing frequency versus circumferential 
wave number for a conical shell.
4.4 Symmetric Vibrations of a Sandwich Conical Shell
A 5° sandwich conical shell, Ifeta No. 3 In Table 4-1, was con­
sidered next. Only symmetric vibrations were calculated with the first 







4.5 Symmetric Vibrations of a Sandwich Paraboloidal Shell
" A paraboloidal shell was next considered. Approximating this 
shell of revolution by a series of conical segments as described in Section 
3.3, the frequency parameters for symmetric, vibrations were calculated
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to study the effect of the number of conical segments on the frequency 
parameter.
The specific paraboloidal shell shown was that found by revolving 
the curve
- Rf (15X/L + 1)
about the x axis. (The x and y used here should not be confused with 
those relating to the shell coordinate system.) The material properties 
are given by Data No. 4, Table 4-1. L/R, = 8 was chosen with the shell
lying on the interval o < x < u . (L is the axial shell length and
R, is the shell radius, normal to the axis of revolution at L/2.) The 
shell was divided at all times into equal segments (Figure 3-2). The
results are shown in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-2.
TABLE 4-2
EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
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NUMBER OF SEGMENTS - K
Figure 4-2. Graph showing the effect of the number of 
segments on the frequency parameter.
Figure 4-2 shows that as the number of conical segments increases, 
the frequency parameter decreases. The curve becomes relatively flat 
beyond eight segments. This is the same general effect reported by 
Azar (44).
4.06 Unsvmmetric Vibrations of Two Sandwich Paraboloidal Shells with 
Orthotropic Facings
The theory of this investigation includes provisions for ortho­
tropic facings and core. Paraboloidal shells with identical geometries 
to that of Section 4.5, but with orthotropic facings, were next con­
sidered. The material properties for the two shells are given by Data 
No.'s 5 and 6 in Table 4-1. The two shells differ only in the facing
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orientation.. . The first problem (Xfeta No. 5) is stiffer in the merid­
ional direction than in the circumferential direction- In the second 
problem (Data No.. 6) the facings have been rotated 90° to make it stiffer 
in the circumferential direction. (See Appendix B for derivation of the 
facing properties.) In each problem the paraboloidal shell was divided 
into twelve segments. The results are tabulated for the first nine 
frequency parameters in Table 4-3.
Figure 4-3 gives a plot of the first five odd numbered frequency 
parameters. It shows that the facing orientation has little effect on 
the frequency parameter. However, modes five and seven show a con­
siderable effect. Mode nine then shows that the effect again diminishes.
The effect of core orthotropy on the natural frequencies was not 
investigated here- However, the results of a recent analysis by Jacob­
son (^) indicate that orthotropic ratios /G*)t in the range of 1.5 
to 1.7 (typical of honeycomb cores) result in a lowest frequency (the 
only one he investigated) for a simply supported sandwich plate which 




FIRST NINE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS FOR 
TWO SANDWICH PARABOLOIDAL SHELLS 
FOR VARIOUS CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
WAVE NUMBERS
E è /E% = 0.673
2 4 6 8 10 12
1 0 .4 9 6 3 5 0 .5 5 8 8 3 0 .6 9 1 2 4 1.2285 1 .6 6 9 7 2 .0 7 9 0
2 0.61759 1 .0 7 7 5 1 .5 0 7 5 1 .9 6 1 3 2 .4 2 7 4 2.8972
3 0 .7 8 0 3 6 1 .1 4 3 5 1.7154 2 .2 3 7 4 2 .7 1 3 8 3 .1 5 2 1
4 0 .8 6 9 1 6 1 .4 5 5 4 2.1870 2 .9 1 7 8 3 .6 4 7 2 4 .3 7 6 4
5 0 .9 1 2 7 5 1.9299 2.9483 3 .9 6 1 7 4 .9 7 2 4 5 .9 8 2 2
6 1.1754 2 .5 9 2 9 3 .9 4 6 4 5 .2 4 5 7 6 .4 6 6 4 7 .6 5 3 4
7 1.6712 3 .1 3 3 5 4 .4 7 8 6 5.6812 6 .7 5 7 3 7.7287
8 3 .7 7 6 3 4 .3 7 2 4 5 .2 4 5 3 6 .3 1 4 3 7 .5 2 3 8 8.8244
9 4 .3 4 8 5 7 .6 3 9 7 1 0 .3 2 3 1 2 .5 5 3 1 4 .1 2 4 1 3 .9 0 8
E^ / E k  =  1 .4 9 0
X , 2 4 6 8 10 12
1 0.43084 0 .5 5 1 0 1 0 .7 0 3 5 0 1.2280 1 .6 5 3 1 2 .0 4 5 3
2 0.. 67967 1.0017 1 .3 9 1 1 1 .8 1 5 6 2 .2 5 6 4 2 .7 0 3 5
3 0 .9 1 7 2 5 1.0582 1 .5 8 4 2 2.0625 2 .5 1 6 6 2 .9 6 4 1
4 I .O 8 I 4 2.1792 3 .2 6 2 3 4 .3 4 5 6 5 .4 2 9 3 6 .5 1 3 0
5 1 .3 5 3 3 2.9118 4 .1 9 6 3 5 .3 6 0 2 6 .4 5 3 2 7 .4 9 7 6
6 1.5185 2.9277 4 .4 0 7 7 5.8735 7.2756 8 .5 7 5 0
7 1.7465 3 .7 7 2 8 5 .2 9 1 1 6 .4 7 9 1 7 .7 1 1 0 9 .0 7 6 9
8 4 .0 3 9 3 5.1272 6 .5 9 5 1 8 .5 5 4 4 10.617 12.670
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Figure 4-3” Graph showing JX versus the circumferential




A very general theory has been developed which can be used to 
analyze symmetric and unsymmetric free vibrations of sandwich shells 
of revolution. The theory includes the effect of transverse shear 
and rotatory inertia in the core and facings, and can accommodate 
orthotropy in both. A three-term Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is employed. 
The theoretical results were programmed for solution on a digital 
computer.
The theory developed is versatile in that by assuming a zero 
core thickness homogeneous shells can be considered as well as more 
complex irregular-shaped shells of revolution.
Several example problems were solved with good general agreement 
with results obtained previously by other authors. However, direct 
comparisons with the results of other authors is difficult since each 
one defines his own set of "realistic" boundary conditions. The bound­
ary condition applied in this investigation is that of simply-supported 
ends in the sense that the normal and circumferential displacements 
are zero at the ends of the shell. Also, the meridional stress re­
sultant and moment are assumed to be zero at the ends.
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Garnet, and Kempner used somewhat similar boundary conditions as 
used in this investigation in solving for the lowest frêquency parameter 
for a homogeneous shell. The theory of this investigation gave a fre­
quency parameter 2.6^ lower than that found by Garnet and Kempner. This 
can be partially attributed to the use of three-term modal functions as 
opposed to two-term modal functions used by Garnet and Kempner.
Therefore, this dissertation provides a widely applicable theory 
for treating general sandwich and homogeneous shells of revolution.
P5-2 Recommendations for Further Study
As is generally the case, research into a specific problem area 
raises many more questions than it solves. Such was the case with this 
investigation. Therefore, a listing of some of the areas which require 
further study is in orders
1. The effect of other boundary conditions such as clamped- 
clamped, clamped-free, attached mass, etc.
2. Free vibrations of a shell of revolution closed at the
small end, as with a complete missile nose cap or radome.
3. More extensive study into the effect of the variation
of parameters such as conicity for sandwich cones.
4.. Effect of discrete structural stiffeners such as rings 
and stringers.
5" Forced vibrations on botjh homogeneous and sandwich shells
of revolution (including conical shells).
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
> Bp, ) Gpp
= ■undetermined parameters
W = stiffness matrix
a = h + t
aj.i = stiffness coefficients
[B] = inertia matrix
bii = inertia coefficients
Q.\ = COŜ ,j jCOŜ fJ ,COS/3»̂
E ■= Young'8 modulus
EL = K  /(i-X/4).
Eft
e = total strain
= stress resultants (forces in tangential plane)
G = shear modulus
h = half core thickness
I = mass moment of inertia
K = number of conical segments
Kx ,Ke = dynamic shear factor
L = axial length of shell
M = mass per unit area of shell composite
m,m‘ = mass per unit area of core, facings
93
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= moment stress resultants 
n = circumferential wave number
= stress resultants due to transverse shear 
R, = parallel circle radius of shell at L/2
S|,St,Ss = sin/,.̂  ,sin̂ (̂j jsin̂ î̂
T = kinetic energy
t = time; facing half thickness
U = normal function of u
u = displacement of middle surface in meridional
direction
V = strain energy; normal function of v
V = displacement of middle surface in circumferential
direction
W = normal function of w
w = displacement of middle surface in direction
normal to shell
X = meridional coordinate
y = ln(x/x,,| )
z = normal coordinate
= half cone angle
- m«vr/ln(xH,t /x,,| )
= displacement vector (eigenvector)
= membrane strain
= coefficients defined pp. 63-64, 30-31
-  circumferential coordinate 





= Poisson's ratio 
M  =
/* = mass density
^  = stresses
= coefficients defined in Appendix A
= ln(xj,g/x,,j )
= ln(xj,, /x,,, )
^ = change in curvature due to bending
<̂x = meridional rotation of a normal to the middle
surface
= c ircumferential rotation of a normal to the 
middle surface
w  = circular frequency of vibration
ÆPPMDIZ A 
INTEGRATION COEFFICIENTS
In order to simplify writing Equations (3-2A,30), the following 
integration coefficients are defined:
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- - U ^ Ô ‘( si»\Z|8fTi - ■s»ms./S,4i)
^•'r jfzy cU)
- ^ Ĉ 'j-ctii'i-(AjSt-S'CslnZ/S/Ti-sinz/5z4i5')
A '  • -z.J<fci 5»n cLy
" C4̂ ŝ '(s»n z/S5‘T5-î>in-z.,Ss4'i')
«Ti
^t,'r -5»nfzy &y
= ^(^,-/SaV  [ s i n  </S,-/Sa)fTJ - -sin -  C<5,i-^5^*t * < 0
- ■5>vn(,(Srfj5sD(fĉ l̂
_  P» . , j
= C's'in IfSr/^-s^Tj-s»r>(/3,-/03ybj3“ C/S?ct(S3'i'C‘̂ >m ((«i+-/4%YTi
bc)>j ?,m ̂ 5y ely
= ^  ^  L*s>ir> (|Sr-/J»>^j-Svn (.(Si-/5ai4^--C.pr<'/6^VLsiol^+^9')<T4
— s in  C(32.+̂)<i>ĵ'J
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Vi cLy
= - C4/8,T'(cos. %/efV^ - eût. ’Z-PA'O
/T;
J<t>i
^ (/3rPO ‘ Lc.o -sC/3 - CCS ( fSr/&z)6̂ 3 + [çûô
— Co-S<
r'Tj .
= -̂ ■̂ t/Si-/i'û* tctos IjSr̂ siTj-ce.sC(Si“/43̂ 4sjl+■ Ccos, (̂ ,+(3»̂ '̂
— CæS  ( s') 4>
c r^ 1 “ Hj cco/9,4 cLy
=  - ~  ^C(S2-/«IS'Cco*6,C<3z-/6,^‘Tj -  C.OÛ C<9i-/ffO<J)j3 +  C (3 i+ (S ^  C .C o û (^ ,-t-^ ')< T j'
— C o s  (
-  (  C c û s  c o s
fîjr J Sm^2COt,/S54 (L)




= C(5%-/*ô'\̂C«s2> - CjO* + (/3|+/9«>\*Cco3 C(«j-t'/93>*Tj
-  Cot,< <Sit-fSai^<biT\
/r;
'3‘«;r Ui  C/==>M (Ly
- — [cas l (Ss'̂ SzYT) — ca% (^5-f T̂ <bj3 + l (3Z.+/35) *Cc^
— COÔ (
= ^ £ Ce*^“ - i t  + ̂ f i i Ÿ  Le^ ( "2.̂ , ^vn ■ZHÔi'Tj + cere.
4
% =  ® %'m/gzy cLy
=  ( e ^ - * - e ‘^ * ) - C / + 4 ^ l ) * [ e ' ' * ( t * S t ' s i n £ ( 8 ^ j  +  c& s>z /S x f T i )
+  <S.*̂-* L  2 /Si ‘Slin +  CÛS 2^z4>pli^
^ , r  -bvn/S»y d-y
= 1 ̂  C .O üZfiTfX l')
4 - c ^ ^  L’̂fi-h % in 2/S»i»^  -V COS 2 / 0 s * j ) ] ] -
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C \ “
% =  kj <Û
- ] '  [.(/*.-(&«) s i n  ((9,-(«ziTj +  c o s  {(3,-(6»'>‘T j3
CJOSCfSj-^Sa'Xtil}
—% c
~ L*■*"  ̂ ( (9,+(0g)nj -t" coî>(/s,+̂ z,)fTj3
LC(S*+(3»') sin {(g| + ,&ẑ  4-CosC.j3j+̂ '>4>'jTî )
p i  «4 .
% =  H i  G  sin^,^ «s>in(S5<̂  cLj
= ^  ̂  C\+l^r|6sf] {<2 ̂ C ((«1-/̂ 3) SIn ( 4 -  c/ss (^rrSaff^l 
-<^'‘ L C « l o  4- Cfijs C ^ s j l }
^ Lt + (pv-V(93?5'{_2.*'* LC(3,+^s)S(ln 4- CIOS ((5(4-(93̂ Tj1
- CjSi+zaa)5m (/S>+ /S5̂ 6j -t- cosCjs,4-(es)
p i  ^  ’sin (Stî Sin (33̂5 cLy
^ 1 ̂  t.» ((Si'/Ŝf"] {,ê ‘*t.((Sx-/«s)s/n((9s-̂ 3)̂ j + cos((3%-/%9̂ ĵ]
— L(|Sz-(̂ 3) C(Sz-/3s)4>i 4- CûSC(Ss-/ôŝ <l»̂ Il}
- t ‘ ^ Sm  ( .(S v i f i^ Y f^ -t.c6s(.(5%4-(3̂ ]
— L̂ (Ss+/̂ 3̂ slr(((3s'f/Ss')4>j ■+-c-o&(̂ /Sz-#-/Ss)cJ)j'3\̂
p i  a -M j^ ^CûS/S.y cbj
- t -e ■'̂ '̂») 4- C(i-m Ŝ + 4flff {/! [ n.(3, sin ẑ .Tj
4- t l-^ )  COS 'z./3,nj ]  -  e  t^ /6 ,s in  4- (<--<c)cos‘z/3t4>j1^ ̂
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'̂ 1,1= e'̂ '̂ '*CL05 ajj
= i  (  V 4 p i] '[e  I s ^  ;m i f .T j
4r Cl-><0 caaz-̂ /Tjl 4- l»-=<4oo5%̂ z.4̂ ^
_. r *J C*~-*‘”)'i ■*-
g ;^ = S 4 .ie
~  ^ (  ' - e ^ *  -V- î > ‘n
+  ( I-V6I.) c o t » ] - e ' + C Cû5.̂ /«5<t>3l'})
<^3^= 34»j e CCS/3,Uj C03(Sa<jcUj
= ̂  ( ■* t.((Sr/3x)3ln t̂,-/6a.3'Tj 4- Ci^cios (f<-<̂ z3Tjl
- G. '* L ((8|-(flji3-sin ((3,-̂ z) 4>j + ( /"-^co3 
+ {_(I ^ C ( / g , + ^ % )  sijg 4- C.<--̂) Co3(/3,+|Si3 «Tj]
C ( <()j -V (/--«<-) <=®^CA+^*^ «S’!
c 'j (f-:Wy 
^ , ' i “  ^  ccs/a-y <̂ <=s/Say &y
—  - L  ^  [ ( 4 -  ]  { _ Ê  ^ C C j â i - / * a )  s i r »  (/3r / * a3T j  +  ( < - - < <3c o s ( ^ r < S a ) ^ j3
- e t-̂/*r/Û5) SiMf,6,-/Sa3<f>j +• ('“̂ ) cos(̂ i-/5s)<bjlQ
4 £e^ ■*L^(Sis»n 4- (i--<̂.3cD£»Q5(-t-/s)nrJ
—  G. ( ^ i - V ( S î )  S i n  ( ( 5 i + ^ 3 ) ^ j  4 O s n ^  c o s  ( / ô / + y * s ) ( ^ ^ ^ ^
H-UÙQ
% , r  ^ COS/5*y CcÂ ay ciy
- 1 ̂  {e* tC|8*.-/*s)3\n ((SftTŜyTj 4 COS C/3z-/Ŝ)Tj]
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+ -  C ( t f * - * 'y â s ') 3 i o  ( ( S . + / Ô ^ a j '  +  C / - ^ Û 0 3
L < /2>2+ t S s ) s / ' / - »  C/Sz.+/33)(t^ 4 .  C f - : ^ ^ C 8 S ( y S & ^ a ) 4 ) j ] } )
= + Cx̂ 4- 4^rT ' [ë'^ f z/g| sir? %/S-^C03 )
-  &  (Zfii sin Z/5<<J»j -UCC.OS z/0 ,4 )^yj}
c«̂ /«zy <̂ y
=  i  - u c U é ^ ^ ^ - S M Z / g z f l j - ^ O D S Z / r f » T j )
— ( z ^  •&/>? ẑ *4>j cas Z/6& ̂  j
^  c.oŝ 5»J cLy
= z/̂ 3 z^sTTj^cas z/fgrri)
— ( 2^5  s m Z/g%<̂ j —zi-cos z/gs4U )]}
9̂,î  -̂OJ ë^Côs/C,y ces^ty j.y
— -l( L/̂ ?+ L ̂ Pi-fSzJ) %'n ( ̂i-ySzfTJ cas
- ëî Ĉ.C/îrA' Sin (/SrŷjÔtj* cos Cfi,-/Sa^ <*>)]}
+ l u ^ - t - 0/V7 (/S,l-/S*->Tj-̂ ‘=û^ (/g,+/Sz)n'j]
— e'^*' [ i / ii+ fz )  sirr (./B,-f/Sx.)4ij cosC fS i+ j^)^"}
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* T j — J/Ii
= ^ k p r f i ^  {e"^* L(i«r/âŝ  Win (<Sr/«s7̂ i ~ m . c a -z, (/s,-ŷ)«Tj]
—  L C/6r/J»')sio (̂ /-/3)4»j --̂ ceas £
t -̂ CC5(/S|+/Ss)Tj;]
t (̂ ,4̂ 31 sin (/S,+|ô3)<bj—^  ££>sC/S,+/53')4kjl})
Tj
Q, j= J*j <2'"̂  Ci3’S/S,iJ tUj
= ̂ ( Lô -#- (/Jz'/̂bTI C(/g&-y*5)sm -x«.c<3sC/«f/̂ s/ïj3
- e . ^ ^  L£<Sr-/̂3')
(/5z+ /5sf5*{,ê '’ tic^z+ygs:)sin--6:C6S
L (/̂ %+̂ g) ■sin £̂ 2+/53i4>j - ^ C jû& ( p z .+ l^ ) ^ j ' î ^ ')
= J. { Z/sfrî—M-C-os Zfiî i )
a c
- ë f* ^ *  ( z p i s’m »/?,4>j -x&cAs S/ôi<t>; )l}
= L S ^ - ^ ' ( é ^ * - ë f ^ ' i -  (,M:+‘4 ( ^ ^ \ . é ^ \ z ( i l a . sin Z,/«eTj ->*tC£>=>g/̂ Tj)
— e ' ^ ^ ( a / * 8 . 3 i ' / 7  —M.c£ss>^fit4>4 z i }
-C' 4•1 ^
= 1 ̂ -^'(ë'^*--ê^)-(^-<-4/s|)‘[lë^^^(a/^sin«^/rj-<a.co&»/?frs;
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S//7 2/5*4>j -4JL C O S  S /5 s 4 i3  x i}
__ i»~̂ <) "̂ ĈùtÀ * * tĴd; <^sin^.»j %»nfz.y
— e ^ *  o 'm  (fir/SxM ij - ^ c < s s (  /3r/^)< t> jJ^
— {.̂ -i- (ytfi+^Saf"! C(fil+/Sz) S</> (̂ /‘r/ezyrj—uccos
r<t>; •s.in/Si'j &y
= ̂  C(,/S-/Ss)s.'in %' -r^ccc
— [ C fir f ia i •s‘n c o ^ b i f s r f i ^ c t i j l j
— e^"*L ( " 5 1/J ffii-h/Sz')4>J ]})
^rj " V; ̂  sin &y
— e'^'' c (^-^b) sin (/S«-/Ss')<i)3--̂  COS (
C. ( /Si+/03')'s>in ~ui- c o s (̂z+-̂ 9'>4>̂ lij;̂
-̂ i -.
“Sfe.1




0^ .=  sin  A«J Cûo^«u cLy
= ̂ ( ^  [-^s<o (/g,-̂ z)ny - ( Ĉ -S.tjS|-/Ss.)Ti3
- e'^'* sin ( (S4-/3â<j5̂ - ( (5, -̂ z) CÆS. C fit
+ \_ x ^ +  {_e‘̂ '̂ L-><i-sin (feti-fi»)*?^ — {̂ i+(S»)co»
—  sin(^,4/Sa><^»j - i f i t -h f iz ) co«.(/S<+-̂ ')ct.n̂ ^
%  = J4,- i^Wm<9.y C£3s/s,y dy
' « ( [-x̂  3»n tj5|*7̂ )‘T;- k f i r f i i )
— ër“̂ '* L-^ 5<V) (./S/“/̂ )4>j - CO'S
+ \ 1 ^ +  (|0,f Z - ^  s//7 C^j+jgg^Tj — (^4 cas (.fii-i-fiif\jl
— [-y^sm (jS4+/8ŝ<i»j- (^4+^3)C6S
T
>̂,>“ ^  -bin/Szy
=• X ̂  (̂ zT/6»f3 Crvtt S40 ( — ̂ fi^r fit) cos
- sin C<B£-/tfi)4>j -Cjôa/8»'>c/ss. C(St/8i>4>̂ 1̂
+ t^4- (/9(+f2f]'{j2*̂  Si'/i ( (Sĵ '/SziT; - COS (/Bi+tSẑ TjI
— C"u/. s'ln Ĉj+(3z)c|ŝ —((Si+"/Ss)c«5s(ff«+/S:̂
T»'
^,i “ ^4) ^  /̂ zy <:os^y dy


















































































































































































































































































































































— 6   ̂C- 51 n ( j  —  (  CO5 ̂ (Sr‘/Sŝ 4>j3̂
+ (̂ it-(SVf3 ^ L-z.̂ si/7 </8j+/Sii')̂j — </*!+' /Sb) Cca C(6»+”Pi")̂ j3
C-—2..^  5&n (pi+pï)<bj-
f*Tj —
0̂ 6,;= ® Slt\(ô*.̂ C05(6,û d̂
~ à ( (<«c-fS(ff [- ■z.^-airt C p tr f i t ') ^ l  -  ((S,-/S,̂ co3 C(S*-(3,ytj3
— 6 5/V? ( 4»j — Cj0z~/tfi) C05 ( ^
+  I.4^+(/3,+^z3] {e^'^'^C.-^^/^ cen, ((ai+jS»>'T3l
-2̂  5l‘n (fS,+/3*.)4>j -  C(3i- ĵ3E.')Co^C/3t+/S2:)<i>jl^^
= ± l4yO?--f-f/3̂)' (- Z.^ s/f? ZygzT,' - Z/azCiÛ5 Z/SzfT) )
-  sin Z/S2.</>J --Z/S-Z o s s  Z/0&4^ Y)
•T» - z u ^  ,
^ 8 , r  W  ^
= ̂ (^[4/^+ (/3z-f%f [- Z ^ a m  - (.pi-/53)c*03(/S2-,83>Tj']
— t.--2̂ ï5//7 C fiz'fiv) 4>j - ( (3z-p-S^C:cfS Cpz.-'/&'i)tpÿ}^
+ L4/fc + (p*.-»r/38‘?D <,(8i+r5«̂ ‘Tj-(/3a+/33)cosC/3*t'/SBiTj3
- s//7 ( |%+/3s - i(33rt-fii> « as (̂ c-t-̂ SaXl̂  }
J *ZzZJJ
“ à ( t4^+ (^y^O^Ï*{ë^‘-’ [ r 5 % n  f/̂ sr/SiK; - ((53-y9,)cos C^y^.yT;]
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— \ r ^ j j L  %in ((«3-A'>4i - ( I
4-L4xJ'+ t-2^=.in Ĉ 3+f.)T; - (^+j3,ico«
— [— 3/0 (/S3+/3,')<̂ j-CjSa+zB»"? Cos((S5-t-̂ ,'i<̂ j]̂ ^
r '■* ~ZMi4 • ,j= 6 ^6m,8gy coa,^%y dy
=■ Cd̂ +C/îs'Tôifî {.e 2̂ 3,), f^9-/Sz.)‘lj -
[r%^ 3,V? ((?3-/̂0<î>J - (/̂-/5=.')c/t>=. 4>JT)
4- C.4x^ + ( /3s+(3i5!j {_e^^ ̂ c?»n (̂ 3+/̂ z)Tj — Ĉ 5-*-|8z)cos
" C  ^C— 2.^ ( i59.+(Sz')<J>j “ (<%+(SO CLÆ>î> C(33-t-(Sẑ<jj>j3̂^
^ i r  %  4
=̂ ^  ( 4^+ 4^1 )' (- Z-«, 5//? — %jggcet5 Z/03%' ")
—•>/j/j\' ^
“Ê (- Zv^sm Z / g g -Z/S^dc^Ti Z/gg
<T:fT— Ç i j-z/̂ y . -3. ,
4̂"! ^ sin^.yd.^
~ ^  (4^-f 4/3?)* Cë̂ '̂ '̂ U‘2/s< W/7Zyg,Tj
- 2.̂  CAS Z/g,iy ̂ ( Z/«, 5<>7 Zytf,<!lj - ZyU.Cot, <jSj
%,j= 4̂>j “Slrf/Stij dij
- ^  *■*~ < a ) — ( 4 ^ + 4 f i i V  [ ( %  fitra i'n













































































































































DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR
A ;tïpi(1ial orthotropic facing material
For the.last two problems considered in this dissertation some 
realistic material properties are required for the facings of an ortho­
tropic sandwich shell.
A typical facing material would be what is commonly known as 
glass-fiber reinforced plastic. This consists of glass filaments en­
cased in a epoxy resin which is called the matrix. The glass filaments
and matrix are individually isotropic; but, when they are combined, they 
behave structurally as an orthotropic unit ply. Unit plies are then 
bonded together in layers varying the glass filament alignment in each 
layer. This is known as a cross-ply composite.
The component materials of typical glass filament-epoxy resin 
composite have the following material properties .
E^ = 10.6 X 10^ psi E^ = 0.5 X 10^ psi
= 0.22 = 0.35
Yf ^ 2.60 = 1.15
where E is Young's modulus, is Poisson's ratio and y is the specific 




Using the above typical values and the information contained in 
Figures 3 and 10 of (^), it can be observed that the maximum variation 
in the ratio of the transverse stiffness to the axial stiffness of a 
cross-ply composite of three equal thickness plies is 0.65-0.80 ap­
proximately. A resin content of 25 percent gives a stiffness ratio near 
the lower value. Since the practical range of resin content is 15-30 
percent, 25 percent is then used to calculate some typical composite 
material properties.
The following equations are given by Tsai to predict the material 
properties of the unit ply:
E,
-
k C E^ —(E^— Em)%]
2 L 1- [ ( 1-C) (ZEm+
(2K^+ Gj-2(Kç-Kjx
+ C Kf (2K^+ G.C ) + Gc ( K m - 1
(2KMX+ Of )-2(K^ Kf
(1-C) r Kf ̂ (2K:Tn+ Gm)(l- ) + Em/̂ m(2K:t + Gm. 1 
L Kf (2K„+Gfh) +GjK„-K^ )%
+ 0 r E».^.f2K* + G* )t + Y.4AC4 (2Km+ Gf)(l-%) _ l
L Ef (2Em + Of) + Gf(E^- Ef )% J
G (1-C) q^r2Gc- (Gf- G
L;2G^+ (Gf- G^)%.
+ GG_p r (G-f + Gm)-(G<:-Gm)% 1
)%J L (G;. + Gj+(Gf-GjX J




Gf = ̂^ /2 {1 + M ç )
Gm — EmZ 2( l4)/(m)
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The ratio of the principal stiffnesses, F, is given by
F = E 2% /F = 0.27
A typical facing material consists of three unit plies (n=3) of 
equal thickness. Thus, m = 2 where m is the cross-ply ratio which is 
defined as the total thickness of the odd layers divided by the total 
thickness of the even layers.
Thus, the material properties of the cross-ply composite are
given by
E% = m + F Ell____
1 4* m 1—
Eft = 1 + mF  E%
1 + m 1-
Gxe - G
The required properties of the cross-ply composite are:
E^ / Ex 0.673 1.490
Gxô / Ëît 0.184 0.184
KflGgt / Êx 0.184 0.184
K^G^x /  E x 0.184  0.184
0.196 0.132
^ 6  0.132  0.196
The first column gives the material properties if the odd layers 
are oriented in the meridional direction of the cone. The second column 
gives the material properties if the odd layers are rotated 90 degrees
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to align with the circumferential direction.
Due to general disagreement concerning the proper dynamic value 
for the shear factors, and , a value of Ke = Ki = 1.0 is used. 
(The shear factor has been assigned values by various authors in the 
range 0.9 - 2.0)
Assuming that K@ /Ëx = 0.184 assumes that
the transverse shearing rigidity is the same as the in-plane shearing 
rigidity. This appears to be reasonable since photomicrographs of a 
typical cross section (perpendicular to the filaments) of a unit ply 




The complete computer program, which was used to solve the 
example problems in Chapter 4, is contained in this Appendix.
The program required for the generation of the a;_j and 
coefficients (pages 64-75 and page 40, respectively) is given on 
pages 121-161.
On pages 122-163 are the routines required for the inversion 
of the matrix and to obtain the matrix ĵT"J . The e i gen value-
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PRINT 1 0 0 8 , lARDVRK
PRINT 1 0 0 9 , ((A(I,J),J=1^MM),I=1,MM)
lARDVRKklHB!
PRINT 1 0 0 8 , lARDVRK
PRINT 1 0 0 9 , ( (BCI,üî,Jsl,MM),Isl,MM)
CALLlQERIAC(MM,MM,2,B,Y,X)
CALL! MAtMUU(X,A,MM,MM^MM,ATRAN)
DO 502 I=lk21 
DO 502 J=l,21
502 XINPUTI I, J > * A T R A N n ,  JÎ 
IARDVRK*1HT
PRINT 10 0 8 , lARDVRK




PRINT 10 0 8 , lARDVRK
PRINT 1009, { ( A N S d ,  J),J = 1,MMÎ, Is I p MM)
SUM b O,
DO 510 I»1,MM 
DO 510 J=1,MM
IF(IÿiOvJ )9UM=9UM+ABSF(ANS ÎI,J>-1,) 




DO 5131: i«l>NN 
DO 5101: jBliNN 
5101 XINPUTX I, J>feATRANd, JÎ 
525 CONTINUE





PRINT 1013, lARDVRK, < V A L U R d , L )  p I=1,NN)
DO 1; I « 1> N
DO 2 w  « 1, N
2 A(I«J) * ORIQA(I,J)
DO 1: J « 1, M
I * ORIQB(I«J>
LITl :# 8H X(
LIT2.H 8H,
LIT3 # 8H)=
500 FORMATtlX, 28H A DIAGONAL ELEMENT VANISHES)
502 FORMAT( 4( 2X, A3^ I2p Alj, 12, A2, El8,ll))
504 FORMAT (24H' AVERAGE RELATIVE ERROR*-, ElD«3)
505 FORMAT (24H' MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR*» ElO,3)
C
C SINGLE PRECISION GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AND RECORDING OF TRANSFORMATION
DO 20 L! = li) N 
INT(L) .*: 0 
KP * 0
QO TO ( 16, 11), IS
II Z =0,0 ^
DO 13 K = Lip N
TZ ■ ABSF(A(K,L))
ÎF(Z - TZ) 12, 13, 13
12 Z =: TZ 
KP * K
13 CONTINUE
IF(L * KP) 14, 16, 16
14 INTXL) a KP
DO 15 J = Li, N 
Z *•• A{L,J)
A(LWJ) *:A(KP,J)
15 A(KP,J) a Z
16 IF(A1L,L))17, 21, 17
21 PRINT 500
CALLi EXIT
17 IF(L - N) 18, 22. 22
18 LPl: a L + 1
DO 20 K a LPl, N 
RATIO = A(KbL)/A(L,L)
A(KWL) a RATIO 


























ITERATE^ TO CORRECT SOLUTION BY USING RESIDUALS 
DO 90 ITERATE = la MANY 
ÎF(ITERATE « 1 Î  50, 50, 70
COMPUTE'RESIDUAL ARRAY 
DO 71 J a 1, M 
DO 71 I := la N 
TEMP « ORIGBII,J)
DO 711 INDX =: U  N 
C =:ORIQA(IflNDX)
D =: XN< INDX, JÎ 
TEMP ■ TEMP"C*D 
B( I, J) =: TEMP 
CONTINUE
PERFORM TRANSFORMATION 
DO 56 L! a U  N 
KP ■ INT(L)
IF(KP) 53, 53, 51 
DO 52 J. a li. M 
Z a;B(KP,J)
B(KP,J) a B(L,J)
B{LI»J) a: Z 
LPl a Li * 1:
DO 56 Kl:a LPla N 
RATIO ar A(K,L) 
IF(RATIO) 54, 56»
DO 55 J .  a li M 
B(KWJ) a 0(K,J) " 
CONTINUE
ON ARRAY OF CONSTANTS
54
RATIO*B(L,J)
COMPUTE SOLUTION BY BACK SUBSTITUTION 
DO 63 I a li N 
i I a: N + I; »' I 
DO , 63 J := li M
S a- 0 , 0
ÎF( I ï - N) 61i> 63a 63
61 ÎIPl: » II + 1
D O ,62 K = IIPl, N
62 S s S + AUIpKJ * X(KaJ)
63 X<!I.J) 5 ( B d l a J J  = SÎ/AUIfilï)
C
C ADD CORRECTIONS AND PRINT RESULTS
AV = 0
REMAX = 0.0
ÎF( ITERATE »■ 1) 81a 81a 83 i
81 DO 82 I = la N 
DO 82 J = la M
82 XN(IaJ) s X U a J Î  
GO TO 90
83 DO 84 I '= la N 





IF(RGMAX = TEMP3) 836a 837, 837
836 REMAX = T E M P 3






86 DO 87 J a la M





SUBROUTINE: R D I P (BaXaNROW,KR,NO,MMaY,NCOLaAN)
DIMENSION Xt25,'25î,Y(25a25)
TYPE DOUBLE! TEMPaCaD 
TEMP B 





1 TEMP « TEMP " C * D 
AN a TEMP 
END


















DO 7053 I»1,N 
PRINT 7 0 5 2 , (CR(I,J),J=1,N)
F0RMAT(10E12.4)
DO 450 1=1,N 
TRACER=TRACER+CR(I,I)
TRACEI=TRACEI+GI(1,1)
SET UP MATRICES 
DO 519 1=1,N 
DO 519 J=1,N 
BR(I^ J l a C R d ,  J)




ASSIGN 520 TO lA 





















































PRINT 557,TRACER,TRACE I,DETR,DET1 
FORMAT (19H TRACE OF MATRIX= 2E18.8, 
t25H' DETERMINANT OF MATRIX= 2E18.8) 
ASSIGN 912 TO ID 
ASSIGN 530 TO lA 
ASSIGN 40 TO 1^
' ASSIGN 523 TO IC 
ÎSLP*!
GO TO 92 
523 !SL»0
EIGENVALUE GUESS OR ORIGIN TRANSLATION 




403 DO 504 1=1,N 
XR(IM1;0 
504 XI(I>i0,D
4 DO 5; I=liN 
A R ( I H > P A R ( I i  I>»ALR
5 A I I U U s AI (I*|>=ALI




















































DO 15 1*1,N 
159TS = T9 + <YR(I>«AMUR*XR(î > + AMUI*XI<I))**2 + 
l î Y U  I )-AMUR*XI ( ! > « A M U I * X R U  ))**2 
NORMALIZATION 
DO 16 1*1,N
X R < I > * ( Y R ( J J > * Y R ( n + Y I (J J Î*YÎ(Ï)Î/BIQ 
X U  n » < Y R (  JJ)*YÎ ( U  = YÎ ( JJD*YR( I) Î/BIG 
XR(JJ)=1,0 
XI(JJ)=0.0
IF CTS/ROD-EPl) 20,20,18 
IF ( U ^ M I T )  19,20,20
SO TO 10






DO 310 1=1,N ,
AR(liI)»AR(I,I>»AMUR 
AI(I«I)*AI(I,I>"AMUI 
SO TO 29 
DO lOO 1=1,N 
A R ( I H ) * A R ( I , I > = A L R  
A n U I ) » A ! ( I , I > - A L I  
IJs-f J*l:
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION = U » A L P H A ) * Y = X  
DO 27 1*2,MM 
IMt»i*l:
DO 27 J*1,IM1 
FM»AR(I,JI**2«AI(I,J)**2 
SM=AR(J^J)**2*AI(J,J)**2 
IF! (FM^SM) 24,24,22 
ROW INTERCHANGE - IF NECESSARY 






















































23 A I (I*K)aT2 150
TlsXR(J) 151
T2aXlCJJ 152
X R ( d > a X R ( D  153







24 IF: CSM) 25,27,25 161
25 IF (FM) 90>27,9G 162
TRIANSULARIZATION 163
90 RR*<AR(I,J}*AR(J,J)*AI(I«J)*AI(J,J))/SM 164
RIs< AR(J,J)*AI(I,J)=AR(I,J Î * A I (J , J ))/SM 165
DO 26 KWJ.MM 166
AR(I,K)»AR(I,K>"RR*AR(J,K)+RI*AI(J,K) 167 -




X : ( I M X Î  ( I X » R R * X H  J>-RI*XR Î JÎ 172
27 CONTINUE 173
GO TO lA 174
530 SMALL"1000. 175
DO 28 KkliMM , 176
ÏKXRK 177
T1=AR(K,K)**2+AI(K,K)**2 178
IF: (Tl) 750,752^750 179
750 IF fTl^SMALL) 751,28,28 180
751 SMALU b TI: 181
IZ=K 182
28 CONTINUE 183
GO TO IB 184
752 iZ*IKK 185
IF (iSL) 753,30j30 186
EXACT EIGENVALUE = (A-ALPHA) SINGULAR, FLAG=2000 187
30 ISLRl 188
ÏCT«8000 189
DO 974 fal>MM 190
XR(I>»OoO 191
974 x n i M O o O  192
753 YR{IZ)aleO 193
YI(IZ)=0.0 194
J J s U  195
818*1,0 196
IF (iZ-MMil 33,32,33 197
32 ÎZZ*2 198
80 TO 95 199
33 ÎZZ*lZ+l: 200
DO 31 I«IZZ,MM 201
YR(It*0, 202
31 Y K I > * 0 ,  203
îZZ*MM=iZ*2 204
ÏF: a i = i )  95*49^95 205
BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION 206
40 IZZSl 207
41 818*0, 208 5̂





IF (!-l:> 42,44,42 214
42 DC 43 K*KK-,MM 215
SRa8R*AR(II,K)*YRîK>-AI(II,KÏ*YHK) 216
43 SIsSi*AR(ÏIi,K)*YI{K> + A H I l , K ) * Y R < K )  217
44 TlsARliii IÎ)**2!fAI{IIHI>**2 218
YR<lï >a<AR(II,II)*(XRÎ11>*SR> + AI(IIiII)*<XI(III-SI))/Tl 219
YI(I!)s<AR{l!, III*(Xl( i n = S I > - A H I I i  II)*ÎXR(II)-SR))/T1 220
AM=YR(II)**2*YI(II)**2 221
IF (AM-BIQ) 46,46,45 222
45 JJaîî 223
BIQ m AM 224
46 CONTINUE! 225
NORMALIZATION -  X ^NORMALIZED Y 226
49 DO 47 1=1,MM 227
XR(I>»<YR<JJ)*YR(I)+YI(JJ ) * Y I (I ))/BI8 228
173
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DO 66 Ial«N 
DO 66 J«1«N
AR(IsJ>aARC ÎPJ>»XR<I)* A R (N+lsJ> + X H I y * A I ( N  + l.JÎ 
AI (Is J>»AI U *  jy = XR( Î )*AI(N-5-ls jy-XI( I )*AR(N + 1,J)
DO 600 lalsN 
DO 600 JslsN 
BR ( I s J ) b AR(I s J)
B I (IsJ)aA!(IsJ)
COMPUTE: EIGENVECTOR AND/OR DETERMINANT AS REQUIRED 
IF (IDET) 1000,527,700 
IFf ilVEC) 1000,525,700
DO 702 1=1,M 
DO 702: JslsM 
ARCIsjyaCRII,J)
A K I s J ) a C I ( I s J )
IF (!»J) 702,701,702
701 AR(IsI>aAR(I,I>"ALR 




ASSIGN 911 TO IA 
GO TO 535
911 ASSIGN 530 TO IA
IF CIDETI 1000,914,520
912 PRINT 913,DETR,DETI











PRINT 924, ZLAQsZLIT 
9248F0RMAT (70Hi LARGEST AND SMALLEST MAGNITUDES OF! DIAGONAL ELEMENTS: 




















































ÎF (ÎVEC) 1000,916,915 
DO 703 t=l,M 
XR(I>#Oo 
XI(I*#0,
ASSIGN 753 TO IB 
ASSIGN 704 TO IC 
GO TO 530 ,
ASSIGN 525 TO IC 
GO TO 92
PRINT 705, (XR(I),X:(I),I=1,M)




V A L U I < I H A A R D ) s X H I )
ASSIGN 40 TO IB 




































SUM OF EIGENVALUES* 2E18,8, 
OF EIGENVALUES* 2E18.8//)
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367 
367A 
367B
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
,00008812
,003551
1,022
002291
,242
,03877
12 ,242 .242
